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This study examined media frames newspapers use in their coverage of the oil and gas 
industry. A content analysis was conducted to analyze if the oil and gas industry was portrayed 
positively or negatively in Louisiana newspapers compared to Texas newspapers and how the 
coverage between states differs. This comprehensive content analysis of print media coverage 
analyzed newspaper articles and provided a detailed explanation of results about how the oil and 
gas industry was portrayed over a five-year period of time as compared to other studies, which 
only analyzed the industry during a crisis period. Through categorization of the frames within the 
articles, results suggest that the proximity and location of where messages are distributed makes 
a difference in how the message is framed and what tone is prominent. Results also indicate a 
lack of distinction, in the media, between fully integrated companies and independent oil and gas 
companies. This study provides a further understanding of how framing of the oil and gas 








 “Big oil” has become a generalized term to describe conglomerate oil and gas companies 
which take all of the resources from the land, spill oil, hate the environment and ultimately take 
money from the state and keep it for their lavish lifestyles. However, the majority of individuals 
may not realize that there are independent oil and gas companies and fully integrated companies. 
A fully integrated company “engages in the exploration, production, refinement and distribution 
of oil and gas” (Investopedia, n.d.). Independent companies are smaller and engage solely in 
exploration and production. Independent companies generally do not market at the pump, 
consequently, limiting the public’s ability to identify brands not similar to fully integrated 
companies, like British Petroleum (BP), who market at the pump. Most companies covered in 
media news crisis situations are the fully integrated companies. However, independent 
companies provide the majority of oil production in Louisiana (LOGA, n.d.). The independents 
believe this disdain toward “big oil” is hurting their image, because one lawsuit could destroy 
chances of further production.  
 The media play a role in perpetuating this “big oil” stigma and have the ability to frame 
information and consequently shape public opinion. Frames are “persistent selection, emphasis 
and exclusion” (Gitlin, 1980, p. 7) of certain news material which becomes the information to 
which audiences become privy. While public opinion will not be measured in this study, this 
research will provide a foundation for future measurement in this area. The forthcoming content 
analysis examined how the oil and gas industry was framed in print media coverage. 
 Generally, various media sources tend to frame similar issues differently (Fryber et al., 
2012). Texas and Louisiana are no exception to this tendency; they have measurably differed in 
their frame coverage of various issues (Lewis, Starr, Takata, & Xie, 2012, p. 96). Texas has been 
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chosen for comparison to Louisiana because the presence of the industry is relatively similar and 
in both states, it is an enormous contributor to their economies. However, Louisiana has been 
subjected to a greater level of opposition toward industry production or activity. This backlash 
has been prominent in media coverage due to the rise of lawsuits directed toward the industry 
(Briggs, personal communication, 2014).  Although Texas has gone through legal reform, it is 
still subject to mishaps within the industry but does not have issues such as Legacy Lawsuits, 
which have decreased the desire to produce in Louisiana (Briggs, 2013). Frames of information 
that individuals are receiving must first be analyzed to further understand how issues may be 
gaining public support in Louisiana compared Texas. This content analysis will specifically 
compare and contrast the frames used in Louisiana and Texas print media. Content from April 
2010 through April 2014 will be analyzed to understand the frames used during the BP oil spill 
and subsequent years. 
 
Background: Why Louisiana? 
 The legal climate in Louisiana has been voted the seventh worst place to be sued in the 
United States according to the American Tort Reform Association (Landry, 2014). This issue has 
been found increasingly problematic for the oil and gas industry in the state. Legacy lawsuits, 
lawsuits demanding current compensation for past oil and gas activities, have caused issues for 
the industry (Dismukes, 2012). There is no federal precedent describing cleanup costs for oil and 
gas activities; therefore, the Louisiana Supreme Court mandates cleanup costs are not limited to 
the value of the property. This mandate is not found in any other state. Some of the smaller 
independents, not initially at fault for the damage but held responsible for the cleanup, cannot 
afford the continued expense. There are a few problems with this pattern of lawsuits. First, not 
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all companies currently being sued, owned the land when the damage was inflicted, they have 
more recently acquired the lease. Second, the companies that owned the land at the time of the 
damage were documented for following the strict regulations in place at that time. Essentially, 
these lawsuits are based on the notion that those past regulations were not followed well enough 
in compliance with today’s standards (Dismukes, 2012). The number of lawsuits have increased 
from 106 in 2006 to 342 suits in 2013. Although the prices for oil remained relatively high, the 
litigious culture has been a factor in industry withdrawal from the state. These lawsuits have 
contributed to a loss of 30,000 oil and gas jobs and 1.5 billion dollars lost in wages (Dismukes, 
2012). The industry views this as extremely detrimental to the state, because for “every job 
created in these sectors, 3.4 additional jobs are created in other sectors [within] the state” (Scott, 
2014, p. iii). Recent legislative sessions have been greatly involved in this issue. Additionally, 
leaders of grassroots organizations have taken advantage of this trend and have initiated 
campaigns to further inhibit the oil and gas industry, suggesting legislation and organizing public 
protest campaigns.  
 The fights against the oil and gas industry have not diminished since the Deepwater 
Horizon BP oil spill in 2010. The industry remains at the center of the public discourse. In 2013 
and 2014 the Green Army took up arms against the industry and brought prominence to its case 
within the news media. The Green Army, led by former Lt. Gen. Russel Honore, mobilized a 
grassroots campaign to enact political and environmental changes within Louisiana. These past 
few years, their focus has been on levee board lawsuits, coastal erosion and hydraulic fracturing 
or “fracking.” Based on qualitative observations, much of the information they have given to the 
public is presented in a biased manner. This content analysis will be able to quantify how the 
public has been exposed to conflict between the oil and gas industry and a pro-environmental 
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group, such as the Green Army, by analyzing the frames most used in the articles. The public 
may only be exposed to the “big oil” stigma, depending on how the news media frame their case.  
 The oil and gas industry is a vital entity in Louisiana’s economic scene; however, the 
industry is faced with frequent opposition (Briggs, 2013).  
 
Background: Why Texas? 
 The oil and gas industry is also a vital entity in Texas. According to the Texas Oil and 
Gas Association, Texas is currently leading the United States as the premier crude oil and natural 
gas producer. However, Texas has a much less intense litigious climate, from the oil and gas 
industry point of view, than does Louisiana. This is due primarily to the tort reform pushed 
within the state, preventing frivolous lawsuits (Landry, 2011). According to the former 
Governor, Rick Perry, employers now “spend less time in court and more time creating jobs” 
(Landry, 2011). Texas’ legal reform allows companies who operate responsibly and within the 
guidelines established by the state and managed by the oil and gas regulatory agencies to conduct 
their business generally free from the threat of baseless accusations and legal threats.  
 Although Texas has gone through legal reform and sees less frivolity in courts and 
through legislation, this does not mean the media cannot have an effect on overall public opinion 
and impact the industry in other ways. This just means that oil and gas finds less difficulty in 
statewide production because the public may not be constantly viewing prominent negative 
articles concerning oil and gas lawsuits. The media impact in Louisiana is important because 
public opinion can have a direct influence on legal issues and legislation. The media impact in 
Texas is also important because, as has recently been seen with the hydraulic fracturing issue, 
opinion and grassroots movements can still impact the industry. The print media in Texas has the 
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same ability to influence how negatively or positively individuals feel about the industry. 
Although Texas and other states have not seen any recent movements as prominent and limiting 
as Legacy Lawsuits and the Green Army, continued success in Louisiana could set a precedent, 
restricting industry growth elsewhere.  It will be important to understand any differences that 
may be present in the news media framing of the issues when there are similarities of economic 
impact between the states.  
 
Brief History of Oil in Texas & Louisiana 
 Historically, the oil and gas industry has been an essential part of the economy of both 
Louisiana and Texas. Luis de Moscoso Alvarado first discovered small amounts of oil floating 
on the water in the Galveston Bay area in 1543 (Texas Almanac, 2014). Lyn T. Barnet drilled the 
first well but not until 1866 in Nacogdoches County (Texas Almanac, 2014). This site expanded 
to make the county the first with a commercial oil field in Texas. Corsicana was the next major 
Texas location to develop a significant amount of oil and the first production that was actually 
economically significant (“About Texas Oil”, n.d.). In 1898 the J.S. Cullnan Company opened a 
refinery on the oilfield near Corsicana (“About Texas Oil”, n.d.). This oilfield “set the precedent 
for commercial oil production in the state, prompting further exploration of oil reserves in 
Texas” (“About Texas Oil”, n.d.).  
 The modern era of oil and gas in Texas was ushered in by the discovery in Spindletop, 
Texas, January 10, 1901. Exploration began near Beaumont (Spindletop) in 1892 with the 
“Lucas No. 1”, which at peak production, produced 17.5 million barrels in 1902 (Texas 
Almanac, 2014). Over 500 companies took part in production at Spindletop including “Texaco, 
Gulf Oil Corporation, Magnolia Petroleum Company and Exxon” (“About Texas Oil”, n.d.). 
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Eager to find similar deposits to those at Spindletop, investors spent billions of dollars 
throughout the Lone Star State in search of oil and natural gas. The cheap fuel they found helped 
to revolutionize American transportation and industry. This development in South Texas 
eventually spread to create the present day market within the state. From 1902 to 1910 North 
Texas fields entered the market with sites at areas such as Brownwood and Wichita Falls. The 
first Panhandle discovery was found in 1921 followed by further exploration throughout the 
state. In 1928 “Texas became the United States’ leading crude oil producing state” which has not 
changed. The largest field in East Texas was found in 1930 in Rusk County. This area had 
previously been rejected for production until the wildcatter C.M. Joiner took a risk on the land 
(Texas Almanac, 2014).  
 Regulation of the industry began nearly in conjunction with discovery. According to the 
Texas Oil and Gas Association “[t]he first Texas statute dealing with crude oil and natural gas 
was enacted in 1899 and required the casing of production wells, the plugging of abandoned 
wells, and the confining of gas to prevent its waste.” In 1905 the Texas legislature authorized a 
tax to be levied on oil-production. The first year in which taxes were collected the public saw an 
increase of $101,403 (Texas Almanac, 2014).  The most recent tax levied from oil production 
was nearly $4 billion according to reports from the 2014 fiscal year (“Revenue by Source”, n.d.). 
 The discovery at Spindletop spurred the rush to production in Louisiana. According to the 
Louisiana Oil and Gas Association, W. Scott Heywood, an already successful producer at 
Spindletop, was made privy to the production possible in Jennings, Louisiana thanks to The S.A. 
Spencer Company. The Jennings Oil Company was incorporated to begin exploration and 
production. After a long set of misfortunes on September 21, 1901 oil came spewing out “over 
100 feet into the air” (“LOGA”, n.d.). After about eight years, production in Jennings surpassed 
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production at Spindletop by 50% (Reeves, 2013). Heywood continued to remain at the forefront 
of the industry in the state ushering in a tax plan to supplement road improvements, educational 
assistance and water transportation, which surprisingly was opposed by major oil and gas 
companies (Reeves, 2013). Heywood laid out concerns for the independent producers in a report 
to the Oklahoma Governor William H. Murry. He expressed that “[t]he majors have used 
conservation and oil imports as excuses to suppress the prices paid for domestic oil” (Reeves, 
2013, p. 25). Heywood believed that majors were taking advantage of importation of oil and 
were hurting the state revenue overall. This was one of the first mentions of a divide between the 
two types of companies, independent and large integrated companies (Reeves, 2013). A “7 cents 
flat tax” (Reeves, 2013, p. 25) passed within the legislature and in court.  
 The first natural gas pipeline was laid in Louisiana in 1908 bringing gas from the Caddo 
Field to Shreveport. The Haynesville Gas Field was discovered in 1921 (LMOGA, n.d.). The 
Miocene oil sands in Cameron Parish were discovered in 1924 (Reeves, 2013).  In 1940 the oil 
and gas industry made its way into Central Louisiana with the Olla Field in LaSalle Parish 
(LMOGA, n.d.).  
 In 1906 the Louisiana State Legislature passed the first conservation law concerning oil 
and gas. In 1959 severance taxes rose above the $1 billion mark and in 1969 oil production 
peaked at 728,494,272 barrels. In 1993 the legislature adopted legislation to address the issue of 
abandoned wells, also known as orphan wells. There was a fee placed on all oil and gas 
production within the state established to create voluntary trust funds for each well to eventually 
properly close the well once it is no longer productive (LMOGA, n.d).  
 In 2005 Hurricanes Katrina and Rita hit the Gulf Coast and caused major damage across 
South Louisiana and curtailed the industry in south Louisiana and in the Gulf. Since 2010 the 
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industry across the state has been struggling to recover from the 87-day crude oil leakage into the 
Gulf of Mexico caused by an explosion of the Deepwater Horizon oil rig on April 20th. A six-
month moratorium was placed on all deep-water offshore drilling as declared by the U.S. 
Secretary of the Interior, Ken Salazar (LMOGA, n.d.).  
 An understanding of the history of the oil and gas industry is essential to realizing the 
influence the oil and gas industry has had on these two states. Industry presence has allowed 
various perceptions to be formed over the years. This historical impact in each state and the 
issues that have occurred over time, have shaped industry related media frames. A sequence of 
events over time, coupled with a journalist’s personal perceptions, can create a narrative of an 
industry, which ultimately shapes how the media frames that industry.   
 
Purpose of Study 
 The purpose of this study was to discover if the oil and gas industry was portrayed 
positively or negatively in Louisiana newspapers compared to Texas newspapers and how the 
coverage between states differs. This comprehensive content analysis of print media coverage on 
the oil and gas industry specifically compared frames used in Louisiana and Texas newspapers. 
Past framing analysis have uncovered evidence showing the implications framing has on an 
audience. This study will provide the oil and gas industry a further understanding of how frames 
differ and may consequently shape audience perceptions according to these differences. The 
industry will then be able to apply this information in campaigns to counterbalance any biased 
frames or negativity that may be present in the article. This analysis will serve as a foundation 






 Success is derived from the ability to persuade. Pan and Kosicki (1993) explained that 
framing “expands beyond agenda-setting research into what people talk or think about by 
examining how they think about issues in the news” (p. 70). The current media landscape allows 
an individual to be bombarded with a large amount of facts from different angles. However, 
there are relatively few media sources that are respected enough to be a direct go-to when an 
individual needs news. Any of these outlets have the ability to tailor their message to the 
audience ultimately having a substantial amount of control over the audience’s opinion on a 
subject.  
 Entman (1993) explains that the “[a]nalysis of frames illuminates the precise way in 
which influence over a human consciousness is exerted by the transfer (or communication) of 
information from one location” (pp. 51-52). A newspaper article can serve as this method of 
information transfer to the audience’s consciousness. A frame defines problems (Entman, 1993). 
The process of framing involves the “selection and highlighting and use of the highlighted 
elements to construct an argument about problems and their causation, evaluation, and/or 
solution” (Entman, 1992, p. 53). It is all about the presentation of the information, according to 
Scheufele (1999): “Framing as a process (frame-setting) means making aspects of an issue more 
salient through different modes of presentation” (p. 203). The majority of the literature on 
framing mentions making an issue salient or the salience of some topic. Salience can be defined 
as “making a piece of information more noticeable, meaningful, or memorable to audiences” 
(Entman, 1993, p. 53). If this information is more meaningful once the audience processes it, 
there is a higher likelihood that the audiences will understand and actually internalize the 
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information once it has been received (Fiske & Taylor, 1991). Some framing may result in 
omission of facts to enhance the desired point of interest for persuasion.  
 The oil and gas industry has been struggling since 1973 when it comes to the media. 
“Between 1973 (the year of America’s first major oil shortage) and 1983” the general public and 
many leaders within the country believed that “oil companies were unfairly profiting from a 
shortage of oil that some believed they helped create” (Murphree & Aucoin, 2010, p. 8).  Prior to 
the energy crisis the media frames generally only fell into two categories: “the benign synopsis 
of the industry’s in-house affairs (usually confined to the financial pages), or the hypercritical 
exposé, accusing—directly or indirectly—the oil companies of a brazen scheme to rob the 
Treasury or extort the consumer” (Samuelson, 1974, p. 14). Media content changed forever once 
the press demanded to be educated on matters that seemed to increasingly concern the public 
(Samuelson, 1974).  
 Although the oil and gas industry has a gargantuan impact on the economics of both 
Louisiana and Texas, it does not necessarily impact every individual directly. The industry may 
have indirect effects, such as the aforementioned multiplier effect. However, these indirect 
effects may not be visible. Thus, the stories presented by the media may be the only explicit 
connection individuals have to the industry. Iyengar (1987) explains the role of the media on 
how citizens understand and perceive information about the political world by stating that 
“according to the manner in which television news frames national issues, individuals’ 
explanations of these issues are altered” (p. 816). Iyengar (1987) continues his thought by 
explaining that the media has the ability to transform attitudes toward an individual or 
organization related to that issue, by changing the manner in which issues are presented. This is 
why framing can become an issue; a frame establishes if the issue is perceived and how the 
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information is retained and ultimately recalled for later action (Entman, 1993). Entman (1993) 
takes this concept further by stating “[r]eceivers’ responses are clearly affected if they perceive 
and process information about one interpretation and possess little or incommensurable data 
about alternatives” (p. 54). Framing will ultimately set the foundation of how individuals discuss 
events in the public sector (Tuchman, 1978). The ultimate effect of the frame is “one in which 
salient attributes of a message (its organization, selection of content, or thematic structure) 
render particular thoughts applicable, resulting in their activation and use in evaluations” (Price 
et al., 1997, p. 486). These persuasive effects of a frame can shape the perception of the oil and 
gas industry.  
 The theoretical foundation of this study is based on Entman’s (1993) notion that media 
frames can influence human consciousness and shape perceptions of individuals. The media are 
able to shape how an issue or an entity is perceived which may lead to development of opinions. 
By understanding the media frames the industry can begin to understand public opinion. Chong 
and Druckman (2007) believe, “[f]raming is considered central to understanding public opinion 
on political as well as many other issues” (p. 169). Lippmann (1922) believed “until we know 
what others think they know, we cannot truly understand their acts” (p.14). Thus, making the 




 Semetko and Valkenburg (2000) used five frames to assess news coverage. This study 
will emulate some of their questions and frames, derived from previous literature, plus additions 
made particularly in relation to the topic of this study. The frames are conflict, attribution of 
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responsibility, economic consequences, human interest and morality. This study will also look at 
a new category of “Environmental frames.” The conflict frame was chosen because Neumann et 
al. (1992) discovered that conflict was one of the most frequently used frames for news reporting 
within the United States. The oil and gas industry is a widespread and very powerful industry 
therefore is constantly and thoroughly critiqued. 
  Conflict is an important frame to consider based on the potential of an individual’s 
exposure to limited one-sided information. According to Rogan (2006), academics “are in 
general agreement that conflict can be conceptualized as an expressed struggle between two or 
more independent parties who perceive goal incompatibility, scarce resources, and interference 
from the other party in their individual goal achievement” (p. 157). Semetko and Valkenburg 
(2000) explain that the conflict frame “emphasizes conflict between individuals, groups, or 
institutions as a means of capturing audience interest” (p. 95). Robinson (2009) takes framing 
further and explains reactions based on framing when she states, “[f]raming influences which 
message individuals hear, which they choose to adopt, and whether they react” (p. 3). Robinson 
(2009) argues that individuals “may be unaware of the dimensions of scientific and political 
complexities that exist around the problem and are often left with frustration and confusion as to 
what the range of the problem is” (p. 4). If an argument is presented, it is likely that an individual 
was not informed of all aspects concerning the issue. Thus, conflictual frames presented by the 
media may serve as the “fundamental sources of cultural discourse” (Robinson, 2009, p. 6). 
Previous literature explains that the conflict frame is particularly complex in that there are sub-
categories within the frame.  
This study considered conflict as only one general category, it was a compilation of some 
aspects of the aforementioned sub-categories. For example, Rogan (2006) cites Drake and 
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Donohue (1996) and explains the sub-categories of a conflict frame. Their relational frame, 
which was assimilated into the current study’s larger conflict frame, denotes “a speaker’s 
concern for issues that emphasize affective elements of the relationship between disputants, 
including such factors as trust, power and control, relational affiliation, and identity concerns” 
(Rogan, 2006, p. 161). Valkenburg et al. (1999) explain that this frame is related to “strategy 
coverage” (p. 551). The language in an article with a conflict frame “makes winning and losing 
the central concern; the language of wars, games, and competition is features, with an emphasis 
on the performance and style of a party or an individual” (p. 551). This frame, hypothetically, 
then should be predominant in any stories relating to a pro-environmental group.   
 Attribution of responsibility was chosen for consideration, even though Semetko and 
Valkenburg (2000) stated there has been no explicit measurement as to the existence of the 
frame. This frame “presents an issue or problem in such a way as to attribute responsibility for its 
cause or solution to either the government or to an individual or group” (Semetko & Valkenburg, 
2000, p. 96). Valkenburg et al. (1999) state that “[t]he U.S. news media have been credited (or 
blamed) for shaping public understanding of who is responsible for causing or solving key social 
problems” (p. 552). There are numerous issues for which the oil and gas industry is blamed. Not 
all of the issues may be their fault or responsibility for restitution. However, the news media can 
frame the responsibility in a manner that public opinion is shaped and only the oil and gas 
industry will be held primarily responsible.  
 Economic Consequences were also found by Nuemann et al. (1992) to be a common 
frame within the news media repertoire. This frame “reports an event, problem, or issue in terms 
of the consequences it will have economically on an individual, group, institution, region, or 
country” (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000, p. 96). This specific frame is important due to the 
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economic impact the industry has on the state. Many issues related to the oil and gas industry are 
generally concerning economic benefits or consequences. Economic consequences will be 
altered to read “Economic Impacts” for this study. The word consequence generally has a 
negative connotation attached to the word whereas impact would provide a more universal 
frame. 
 Human Interest frames are the news media’s “effort to personalize the news, dramatize or 
“emotionalize” the news, in order to capture and retain audience interest” (Semetko & 
Valkenburg, 2000, p.96). This frame provides the audience the opportunity to empathize with 
those impacted by the issue (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000). Human interest is a common frame 
that by includes personalization and emotional connections to the audience, which can have a 
different impact than if the article simply containes factual information. Valkenburg et al. (1999) 
explain that “[f]raming news in human interest terms is a way to personalize, dramatize, and 
emotionalize the news” (p. 551). Humanization allows for a stronger emotional connection to be 
formed and potentially a greater impact on later opinions (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000).  
 The morality frame “puts the event, problem, or issue in the context of religious tenets or 
moral prescriptions” (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000, p. 96). Semetko and Valkenburg (2000) are 
clear to assert that due to the “professional norm of objectivity, journalists often make reference 
to moral frames indirectly—through quotation or inference, for instance by having someone else 
raise the question (p.96). This frame may be found to play a different role within different 
geographic regions. If this frame “use[s] the views of an interest group to raise questions” about 
a specific issue, the industry may use this interest group point of view to tailor advocacy.  
 The environmental frame is specifically related to any information concerning the 
environment that is often tied to stories about the oil and gas industry. Depending on how the 
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media frame the environment and related issues, the audience may have a different 
understanding of the issue or may be more sympathetic to the environment or the oil and gas 
industry.  
To examine media frames used in print media’s coverage of the oil and gas industry and 
relevant issues, this study asks the following question: 
 RQ1: What frame is used most when discussing the oil and gas industry? 
 In 2010 the landscape in Louisiana changed drastically for the oil and gas industry. Over 
the past few years multiple studies have been conducted to examine the public perceptions of the 
industry, governmental response to the crisis, the news media framing of issues and overall how 
the crisis was handled by the parties involved.  
 Information the media portray is vastly different in the times of a crisis. The articles, 
covering the Deepwater Horizon spill, are framed specifically to reflect a crisis (Kuttschreuter, 
Guttering & Hond, 2011). According to Kuttschreuter et al. (2011) “[i]n covering a disaster, the 
media system (journalists and editors) decide on how to frame the event. Journalists create a 
central theme for the story and emphasize specific elements of the event” (p. 203). Kuttschreuter 
et al. (2011) noted that journalists have a tendency for over exaggeration and found that “[t]he 
content of the disaster coverage focuses on human interest stories of victims and survivors” (p. 
202). Previous studies have shown the media’s greater usage of the human interest, conflict and 
attribution of responsibility frame while covering a disaster (Kuttschreuter et al., 2011).  
The Issue-Attention Cycle is a prominent model that focuses on news media coverage 
characteristics at various levels of a crisis (Kuttschreuter et al., 2011).This theoretical model 
consists of “five stages, which may vary in duration: pre-problem stage, alarmed discovery and 
euphoric enthusiasm, realization of the costs of progress, decline of public interest, and the post 
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problem stage” (Kuttschreuter et al., 2011, p. 202). This model does not completely suggest the 
attention to the crisis declines consistently but varies in how often attention is devoted to the 
particular issue. At the beginning of the cycle the issue has not captured the attention of the 
public, it is not until the second stage that the issue sees a surge in coverage. This coverage is a 
response of the “alarmed discovery” that leads to society rushing to find an effective solution 
rapidly (Downs, 1972). This initial reaction targets only the current problem, without any 
consideration that some fundamental reorganization may be a necessity. After this initial shock 
and spur to fix the issue a sense of realization hits as the true economic impact of problem 
solving, is uncovered. A “relationship between the problem and its ‘solution’” (Downs, 1972, p. 
40) are key in the third stage.  Eventually the public lose their optimism or become bored with 
the issue and something more prominent grabs their attention. However, according to Downs 
(1972) once an issue has received such national prominence it has the ability to “recapture public 
interest; or important aspects of it may become attached to some other problem that subsequently 
dominates the center stage” (Downs, 1972, p. 41). Issues that have received this kind of attention 
are more likely to continue to receive a high level because they have moved past the pre-
discovery stage (Downs 1972). This model may assist in understanding the frequencies in which 
frames may occur, or not occur, within the sample, according to public interest. 
An examination of how the issue or entity is framed during a crisis, allows a greater 
understanding of the difference of frame usage in times of a crisis and helps understand the 
reason for fluctuations of using certain frames over time.  To understand the frame used most 
when considering the oil and gas industry in time of a crisis as opposed to the rest of the time, 
the following research question is proposed: 
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 RQ2: What frame is most used when discussing a crisis concerning the   
 oil and gas industry? 
As previously mentioned there are two types of oil and gas companies (AAPG, 2009). 
The first type of producer is “[v]ertically integrated majors, which are multinational corporations 
that not only find and develop oil and gas but also refine, process, and market petroleum 
products” (AAPG, 2009, p. 2). The second type is “independent oil and gas producers which find 
and develop oil and natural gas, but do not engage in refining or marketing activities.” (AAPG, 
2009, p. 2). These independent companies provide the majority of production in Louisiana 
(Dismukes, 2012). A salient issue currently concerning independent oil and gas companies, in 
Louisiana, is the stigma of “big oil,” or the lumping of independents and majors together.  For 
example, articles mention that “[i]t’s as if Big Oil is from Mars and the scientists, 
environmentalists and enlightened politicians are from Venus. ExxonMobil is busy spending $40 
billion this year…” (Cohan, 2014, p. 21). These types of articles make no mention of 
independents or little oil. Thus, without any indication of another type of oil and gas company, 
the public is may not be made aware that differences exist from this content, and this may further 
result in the “big oil” stigma. To understand whether newspapers make a distinction between 
major and independent companies in their coverage of the oil and gas industry, this study asks 
the following question: 
RQ3: Do articles make any mention of a distinction between major and independent 
companies, specifically concerning “big oil”? 
 
Proximity 
The immediate relevance of an issue to the inhabitants of an area has been found to 
impact the frame used most prevalently by the media (Fryburg et al., 2012, p. 99). The 
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Deepwater Horizon spill impacted various areas of the coast. The oil spill impacted the economy 
differently across various areas of the southern coast of the United States (Lewis et al., 2012). 
Therefore, proximity of an issue or how close a certain problem is to that city or state may 
impact the news individuals receive. The availability and amount of information concerning the 
oil and gas industry are likely to, vary according to location and might further influence the types 
of frames the media use in different areas. 
 Fryburg et al. (2012) examined the role of location in frame presentation concerning the 
United States immigration debate. They conducted a content analysis on news articles published 
in two newspapers from Arizona and five national newspapers. In April of 2010, State Bill 1070 
was signed by Governor Jan Brewer of Arizona. Immigration was to be discouraged through 
control, according to this Bill, by investigation based on “reasonable suspicion” (Fryburg et al., 
2012, p. 97). There was national controversy and confusion over the issues raised by State Bill 
1070 caused. Fryburg et al. (2012) cited Iyengar stating “[g]iven this uncertainty, how the media 
presents the relevant issues and what issues receive attention is likely to play an important role in 
how people understand this important social and political issue” (p. 97). How illegal immigration 
was framed put the issue in a certain light (Fryburg et al., 2012). The issue of immigration has 
immediate relevance to the residents of Arizona. The researchers found that due to the number of 
immigrants and the issue relevance, the print media had a higher likelihood of presenting the 
issue of illegal immigration as a threat to residents, as opposed to national print media. The 
national outlet’s target audiences are further removed from the issue (Fryburg et al., 2012). The 
media’s presentation of illegal immigration linked to public safety concerns “may inadvertently 
bias the public toward an anti-immigration stance, which could in turn influence people’s voting 
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behavior” (Fryburg et al., 2012, p. 108). It was determined that the role of location of the print 
media outlet determined how the issue of immigration was framed (Fryburg et al., 2012). 
 Lewis et al. (2012) conducted a content analysis to examine the differences between 
newspapers located along the Gulf and National Dailies and their coverage of the Deepwater 
Horizon spill. Newspapers, within a close proximity to the Gulf, were expected to cover the 
events of the explosion and response with a story about environmental impacts while national 
papers were more likely to be strictly fact based coverage of the explosion (Lewis et al., 2012, p. 
95). After BP had plugged the leak a shift was seen between the coverage along the Gulf and the 
national papers. The Gulf papers tended to highlight economic factors after highlighting mostly 
environmental factors while the national newspapers focus remained on the actual explosion 
(Lewis et al., 2012).  
 The most relevant aspect of Lewis et al.’s (2012) study was the differences in coverage 
priorities ranked by state. Louisiana’s coverage ranked by dominance were 37% economic, 23% 
environmental, 19% covered the accident, 15% concerned the government and 6% of the stories 
covered BP as a priority. In Texas, however, the environment received coverage priority by 37%, 
and the accident was 28%. The economic impact was covered next at 20% followed by BP at 
11% and government involvement at 5% (Lewis et al., 2012). Texas placed the largest emphasis 
on the accident in its coverage. Texas as opposed to the other states tested in this study did not 
suffer as direct of an impact and perhaps that led to the carrying percentages in coverage. 
 The geographical location of a newspaper may be an important consideration in how an 
industry is portrayed in the news media. Thus, this study asks the following question: 





 Objectivity cannot completely exist when everything an individual does is subjective 
(Shudson, 1978). According to Schudson (1978), people are “very prone to look at everything 
through glasses colored by our own interests and prejudices” (p. 135). Objectivity was created to 
control the attention of fact seekers. Although the news is an individual’s interpretation of what 
he/she see, it is not considered professional to interject individual thoughts. However, it is 
impossible to avoid some semblance of a leaning. The newspaper has business to consider at its 
core. Audiences can pick up on this positive or negative feeling toward a subject and this can 
influence how they understand the facts presented. The tone of media coverage of the oil and gas 
industry might further influence opinion of the industry.  
 Watson (2012) took a survey of journalists concerning their political and environmental 
ideologies linking these factors directly to their attitudes of the oil and gas industry after the 
Deepwater Horizon spill. Carey (1997) argued that “journalism sizes up situations, names their 
elements, structure and outstanding ingredients and names them in a way that contains an 
attitude toward them” (p. 36). Media frames according to this structure are based on “the 
interdependent social and political systems on which journalists rely for sources of information, 
profit and influence” (Watson, 2012, p. 7). Although outside sources are influential, Watson 
(2012) makes a stronger case for the journalist’s ideologies influencing their attitudes toward 
their subject matter. For example, “[c]onservative journalists were more likely to frame the issue 
in a manner favorable toward industry” (Watson, 2012, p. 7). Watson (2012) posited 
“environmental ideologies would be negatively associated with positive attitudes toward the oil 
industry” (p. 16). In other words, journalists’ opinion of the oil and gas industry have an inverse 
relationship to their pro-environmental attitude (Watson, 2012). The findings also suggest that 
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journalists tend to show a greater support for offshore drilling when this production has positive 
impacts on the economy of the community (Watson, 2012). Watson (2012) discussed attitudes of 
journalists toward the oil industry and explained that “individual journalists’ nuanced attitudes 
may affect the content they produce” (p. 20). Watson (2012) did not specifically measure bias 
but postulated that with further measurement, it may be discernible that the journalists’ ideology 
shapes the tone of the article they publish.  
 Matthew Eshbaugh-Soha (2010) examined how tone affected the public’s perceptions of 
the president by coding for positive or negative sentences within an article. He states, overall, if 
the article has more bias information toward or against an issue, this causes the tone to be 
different (Eshbaugh-Soha, 2010). Eshbaugh-Soha defined the positive tone as sentences that may 
discernibly have a positive leaning. These sentences “include descriptions of an appealing or 
enthusiastic audience or statements in support of the president by political allies, experts, or other 
politicians” (Eshbaugh-Soha, 2010, p. 128). Eshbaugh-Soha explained that negative tone is 
present when the sentences include any form of protest about the subject matter, negative 
comments about the speech itself, or any language or imagery that elicits a negative mental 
association to the message.   
 Kuttscheuter et al. (2011) discussed previous coverage crisis related stories, such as fatal 
explosion at a fireworks facility, and they found three separate peaks of information in 
comparison to more general and stable coverage. During these peak times, the coverage was 
frequently framed in conflict and attribution of responsibility, and the tone of the articles was 
generally less positive (Kuttscheuter et al., 2011 p. 201). Gortner and Pennebaker (2003) 
explained that “the tone-of-voice in the first days after an accident/disaster is rich in emotional 
content, but grows distanced and intellectualized as time goes by” (p. 203). 
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 Just as Fryburg et al. (2012) explained how the framing of immigration was more threat 
oriented in Arizona, as opposed to national papers, the tone may differ according to the location 
of the paper. Proximity to the issue may elicit a more positive or negative tone of the article. This 
line of reasoning leads to ask the following research question: 

























 This study used quantitative content analysis to examine news frames used in covering 
the oil and gas industry. News articles were gathered from Access World News, consisting of 
information from April 20, 2010 through April 20, 2014. Four newspapers were chosen for the 
selection of articles:  the Times-Picayune and the Advocate in Louisiana, and the Austin 
American-Statesman and the Houston Chronicle to represent Texas samples. A total of 12,841 
articles were selected by searching articles related to the “oil and gas industry.” From the 
sampling frame, 1,604 articles, only on the front page of the paper, were initially drawn. The 
articles were then sampled by using the method of stratified sampling, yielding a final total of 
362 articles. This study allowed for a comparative study of print news media directly during the 
BP crisis and during the years following the crisis. 
 Content analyses have provided a strong foundation for research methodology in the 
communication fields and in various other fields. Content analyses are simply “the systematic, 
objective, quantitative analysis of message characteristics” (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 1). They allow 
for an integration of “data collection method and analytical technique in a research design to 
reveal the occurrence of some identifiable element in a text or set of messages” (Keyton, 2011, p. 
257). Keyton (2011) believed that no matter the size or amount of information in a content 
analysis, the meaning of this content can be placed into a small amount of categories. 
 Inductive and deductive are the two approaches to understanding frames when 
performing a content analysis. This study used a deductive approach to predefine “frames as 
content analytic variables to verify the extent to which these frames occur in the news” (Semetko 
& Valkenburg, 2000, p. 94). This approach accommodates larger sample sizes. In a content 
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analysis, Keyton (2011) urges consistent method, stating “[w]hat is to be included or excluded 
for coding is decided systematically, making it more difficult for researchers to include only 
those elements that support the research question or hypothesis” (p. 245). Inferences about 
people that may not otherwise be discernible can be learned from a content analysis (Berger, 
1998). It is important to reiterate that because of these inferences, a method must be sound prior 
to conducting a content analysis. 
 
Sampling Frame 
 The print media selected for analysis consisted of four local newspapers in the respective 
regions. The Advocate and the Times-Picayune were selected as the print media sources to be 
analyzed in the state of Louisiana. The Houston Chronicle and the Austin American-Statesman 
were selected for analysis of media content in the state of Texas. Circulation and basic 
information about the papers was garnered from the Access World News database. Ratings of the 
papers were gathered from a website, Mondotimes, for a frame of reference not an absolute rank.  
The selected newspapers for Louisiana and Texas were comparable to each other regarding 
circulation rates and locations. The Louisiana newspapers were determined first to provide a 
foundation for selecting newspapers in Texas.  
 The Times-Picayune is a daily newspaper that has a circulation of 252,799. It is the 
highest circulated newspaper in the state of Louisiana. The Times-Picayune reports on statewide 
issues concerning, oil, chemicals, seafood, shipping and much more. The Times-Picayune is 
published in the port city of New Orleans. Aside from being selected for the highest circulation 
number, the Times-Picayune was selected for its geographic location. The city of New Orleans 
was impacted heavily by the 2010 BP oil spill and the newspaper content may reflect its impact. 
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This newspaper may cover any oil and gas industry related matters, especially matters that could 
be of concern to the environment and marine industries.  
 The Advocate has a circulation of about 96,558 copies consisting of local, national and 
international news. The Advocate is the newspaper with the second largest circulation in the state 
of Louisiana. This newspaper was selected for the circulation numbers but was also selected for 
its geographic location. It is farther away from the coast and thus less likely to encompass frames 
that may savor of the BP oil spill. Information coming from the capital must take into 
consideration matters for the entire state, thus making it a vital tool for understanding how the oil 
and gas industry is portrayed within the state.   
 The Houston Chronicle, founded in 1901, is the largest daily newspaper in Texas with a 
circulation of 554,783. The Houston Chronicle is ranked second, after the Dallas Morning News, 
in state circulation numbers. The Houston Chronicle was compared most similarly to The Time-
Picayune for circulation quantity, city size and for being a city with coastal-region proximity.  
 The Austin American-Statesman is a daily newspaper published in the state capital of 
Texas, Austin. The Austin American-Statesman has a circulation of 184,907. The Austin 
American-Statesman is ranked sixth in the rankings for highest circulation in the state of Texas. 
The newspaper covers local news direct from Travis and Williamson counties. Along with the 
coverage of central Texas it also produces coverage of international and national news. The 
Austin American-Statesman was selected after the Advocate, not for circulation numbers but for 
being the primary source of print news in the states capitol region. Coincidentally, the Austin 
American-Statesman is descended from the 1871 Democratic Statesman, while the Advocate is 
demented from the Democratic Advocate founded in 1892.   
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 During the article search the key term “oil and gas industry” was input into the Access 
World News database. The sampling frame contained articles concerning issues related to the oil 
and gas industry, such as environmental impacts and economic contributions or repercussions of 
production within the United States. The articles selected for analysis appeared on the first page 
of the paper. The page number was taken into consideration due to the likelihood that an 
individual was going to read one page over another. As a result, 1,604 articles were initially 
selected for analysis. 
 
Sampling Method  
 The sample size was further reduced through stratified sampling techniques to obtain a 
more manageable sample for coding. Lacy, Riffe, Stoddard, Martin and Chang (2002) suggest 
stratified sampling for newspaper content in a multi-year study as a solution to the cyclical 
nature of content fluctuation in the media over an extended period of time. That solution is 
constructed weeks generated from stratified sampling. This constructed week sampling method 
involves, “identifying all Mondays, and randomly selecting one Monday, then identifying all 
Tuesdays, and randomly selecting one Tuesday, etc.,” (Lacy et al., 2002, p. 837). This method 
would continue for each of the seven days of the week, per month, for that selected year. The 
efficiency of stratifying samples of constructed weeks is comparable to that of simple random 
sampling (Lacy et al., 2002).  Lacy et al. (2002) suggest that a minimum of two constructed 
weeks is required to create a reliable sample of the entire year’s content.  
Constructing 12 composite weeks for each year resulted in sample pool of 60 constructed 
weeks for the five-year period of this study. Each month one Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday were randomly selected as a sample to represent that 
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month. Although two weeks per year would be a sufficient sample (Lacy et al., 2002), the larger 
population provides a broader scope of media content. The days for the constructed weeks were 
selected randomly without exact knowledge of dates of the article population to safeguard from 
bias. PDF versions of monthly calendars were used in the selection process. Seven days were 
selected, each month, from April 20, 2010 to April 20, 2014. The sampling from 60 composite 
weeks yielded 362 articles. There were 281 articles from the Houston Chronicle, 16 from the 
Austin American-Statesman, 34 from the Times-Picayune and 31from the Advocate. There were 
65 papers in Louisiana and 297 in Texas. On average articles from the Houston Chronicle had a 
word count of 786 and the articles from the Austin American-Statesman had a word count of 
1,235. The articles from the Times-Picayune had an average word count of 1,283 and articles 
from the Advocate had an average word count of 952. 
 
Table 1 
Number of Articles by Paper 
Name of Paper  Number of Articles 
The Houston Chronicle 281 (77.6%) 
The Times Picayune 34 (9.4%) 
The Austin American-Statesman 16 (4.4%) 
The Advocate 31 (8.6%) 
 
Table 2 
Number of Articles by Paper and Year 
                                                                        Name of Newspaper 
Year Chronicle Times Statesman  Advocate Total 
2010 68 23 3 11 105 
2011 67 8 2 6 83 
2012 54 3 11 3 71 
2013 66 0 0 10 76 





 Developing rigorous content analysis standards and a detailed codebook is necessary to 
obtain objective and reliable results from content analysis (Neuendorf, 2002). A series of coding 
categories were developed to determine what frame appeared in a news article. The coding 
scheme of this study was adopted from Semetko and Valkenburg (2000). This study adopted 
some of their coding categories with some adjustment to fit this study’s topic. News frames of 
interest in this content analysis were conflict, attribution of responsibility, economic 
consequences, human interest, morality and environmental frames.  
 The unit of analysis was an individual article on the oil and gas industry. Each article was 
first coded for the geographic location of that paper and the name of the newspaper. The date of 
the paper was coded, followed by the page number and section. When each article was retrieved 
it was given an arbitrary number between 1 and 362. This article number was the last piece of 
information coded before the coder was asked about the frame coding categories. The coder was 
prompted to assign “yes” or “no” to the coding categories in order to determine if that 
information was present in that particular article. Then the coder coded for the tone of the article 
and determined, if the article discussed a crisis.  
 
Location 
 Each article was first coded for the geographic location of the paper in which it was 
published.  The Advocate and the Times-Picayune were coded as publications in Louisiana (1), 
and the Houston Chronicle and the Austin-American Statesman were coded as publications in 





 Each coding category was developed to determine the prominence of the frames: 
environmental, conflict, attribution of responsibility, economic impact, human interest and 
morality. A total of 45 categories were developed requiring the coders to assign yes (1) or no (2) 
to each. 
The environmental frame emphasizes any event, problem or issue and the impacts these 
events may have on the environment. There were seven items to code for the existence of the 
environmental frame in an article. If the article mentioned an issue or event that has an impact of 
the environment, this frame was coded as being present within the article. The coder answered 
each question by assigning a (1) yes or a (2) no to determine if the question asked had any 
relevance to the article. The questions that were coded with a (1) were summed and divided by 
seven to determine the mean of this frame according to Smetko and Valkenburg’s (2000) 
methodology. The following questions were asked to determine the presence of the 
environmental frame:  
 
1) Is there mention of the word “fracking”? 
 
2) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? 
 
3) Does the article mention a destruction (or synonym) of the environment (water, land, 
etc.)? 
 
4) Does the article mention the BP Oil Spill or a crisis? 
 
5) Does the article mention being “green”? 
 
6) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an 




7) Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and 
“independent” companies? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be 
present. 
 
 The conflict frame emphasized conflict between individuals, groups, or institutions as a 
means of capturing audience interest” (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000, p. 95). If the article 
mentioned a conflict between any two or more individuals, the frame was coded as present 
within the article. There were nine items to code for the existence of the conflict frame in an 
article. The coder answered each question by assigning a (1) yes or a (2) no to determine if the 
question asked had any relevance to the article. The questions that were coded with a (1) were 
summed and divided by nine to determine the mean of this frame. The following questions were 
asked to determine the presence of the conflict frame: 
 
1) Does this article reflect conflicting views between the oil and gas industry with any 
entity not explicitly linked to the environment (i.e. political figures, medical groups, 
etc.)? 
 
2) Does the article explicitly mention conflicting views specifically between the oil and 
gas industry and a pro-environmental group? 
 
3) Does the article refer to the issue from one side? 
 
4) Does the article refer to winners and losers? 
 
5) Does the article have any references to “war,” “fights” or “battles”? 
 
6) Does the article mention they cannot get a quote from one side or only highlight 
quotes from one side? 
 
7) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? 
 
8) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an 




9)  Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and 
“independent” companies? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be 
present. 
 
 The attribution of responsibility frame shapes “an issue or problem in such a way as to 
attribute responsibility for its cause or solution to either the government or to an individual or 
group” (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000, p. 96). If the article mentioned attributing responsibility 
of an issue or a problem to the oil and gas industry, the frame was coded as present within the 
article. For coding purposes it is essential to draw a distinction between the terms responsibility 
and fault. Responsibility differs from fault in that fault does not necessarily place a requirement 
for a solution on the entity. For example, Legacy Lawsuits were generally caused by companies 
who owned the land in the past but current land owners are now attributed the responsibility for 
cleanup. The fault would be on the first company but they are not being held accountable in this 
instance. There were eight items to code for the existence of the attribution of responsibility 
frame in an article. For this frame there was an important distinction to be made between 
responsibility and fault. The coder answered each question by assigning a (1) yes or a (2) no to 
determine if the question asked had any relevance to the article. The questions that were coded 
with a (1) were summed and divided by eight to determine the mean of this frame. The following 
questions were asked to determine the presence of the attribution of responsibility frame: 
 
1) Does the article suggest that at some level the oil and gas industry is responsible for the 
issue/problem? 
 
2) Does the article suggest that the oil and gas industry is at fault for the issue/problem? 
 
3) Does the story suggest or discuss an unbiased (not biased or prejudiced; fair for both 
parties involved, good for the oil and gas industry and the opposing entity) solution, 




4) Does the story explicitly suggest or discuss a biased (prejudiced; not fair for both parties 
involved, either good for the oil and gas industry, or good for the opposing entity, not 
good for both) solution, enacted or proposed, to the situation/issue/problem? 
 
5) Does the article suggest urgent action to solve the problem by those attributed 
responsibility? 
 
6) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? 
 
7) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an oil 
and gas related company? 
 
8) Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and 
“independent” companies? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be 
present. 
 
 The economic impact frame reports an event, problem, or issue in terms of the 
consequences it will have economically on an individual, group, institution, region or country” 
(Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000, p. 96). If the article made a reference to the oil and gas industry 
economic impact on any individual, group, or event within the state, the frame was coded as 
present within the article. Nine items were used to code for the existence of the economic impact 
frame in an article. The coder answered each question by assigning a (1) yes or a (2) no to 
determine if the question asked had any relevance to the article. The questions that were coded 
with a (1) were summed and divided by nine to determine the mean of this frame.  The following 
questions were asked to determine the presence of the economic consequences frame: 
 
1) Is there a mention of financial losses within the article? (i.e. increase in taxes, a dollar 
amount, financial percentage loss) 
 
2) Is there a mention of financial gains within the article? (i.e. decrease in taxes, a dollar 
amount, financial percentage gain) 
 




4) Does the article mention oil and gas industry involvement will provide economic 
benefits?  
 
5)  Does the article mention who receives the economic benefits? 
 
6) Is there a reference to economic consequences of pursuing or not pursuing a course of 
action? 
 
7)  Does the article mention the word “big oil”? 
 
8)  Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an   
oil and gas related company? 
 
9)  Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and 
“independent” companies? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be 
present. 
 
 The human interest frame “brings a human face or an emotional angle to the presentation 
of an event, issue, or problem” (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000, p. 95). If the article mentioned 
any emotional or human tie, the human interest frame was coded as present within the article. 
There were seven items to code for the existence of the environmental frame in an article. The 
coder answered each question by assigning a (1) yes or a (2) no to determine if the question 
asked had any relevance to the article. The questions that were coded with a (1) were summed 
and divided by seven to determine the mean of this frame.  The following questions were asked 
to determine the presence of the human interest frame: 
 
1) Does the article provide a human connection, or a “face” to the issue? (Could be an 
animal in rare instances) 
 
2) Does the article employ additives or personal vignettes that generate feelings or 
outrage, empathy-caring, sympathy, or compassion?  
 





4) Does the story share private details of individuals involved? [Private details would 
encompass issues relating to the individual that do not directly relate to the work 
place, such as a death of a family member or purchase of a new pet] 
 
5) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? 
 
6) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an 
oil and gas related company? 
7)  Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and 
“independent” companies? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be 
present. 
 
The morality frame relates the issue to “religious tenets or moral prescriptions” (Semetko 
& Valkenburg, 2000, p. 96). If the article mentioned a religious obligation, tenet or moral 
expectations the morality frame was coded as present within the article. There were five items to 
code for the existence of the morality frame in an article. The coder answered each question by 
assigning a (1) yes or a (2) no to determine if the question asked had any relevance to the article. 
The questions that were coded with a (1) were summed and divided by five to determine the 
mean of this frame.  The following questions were asked to determine the presence of the 
morality frame: 
 
1) Does the article contain any moral message? 
 
2) Does the article make any reference to religious aspects? 
 
3) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? 
 
4)  Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an   
oil and gas related company? 
 
5)  Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and 
“independent” companies with a moral angle? The words “major”, “big oil” or 




 It was important to take the mean score of the questions since each frame does not 
contain the same number of questions. The mean score for each frame was calculated by adding 
the values of the observations coded with a yes (1) and dividing the sum by the total number of 
questions in the respective news frame.  
 
Tone 
The tone of an article was also analyzed to determine the media’s use of tone in their 
description and general coverage the oil and gas industry. Coders will use the “latent analysis” 
technique, which looks “at the entire article or mention and judge the item as a whole based on 
the overall tone” (Eisenmann, Geddes, Paine, Pestana, Walton, & Weiner, 2012, p. 8) in relation 
to the oil and gas industry. The tone was coded a neutral (1), positive (2), negative (3), or multi-
tonal (4), to be determined by the coder. To discern the tone of the article toward the oil and gas 
industry, multiple descriptive words were used to establish what can be considered a positive or 
negative tone throughout the article. Positive tone words would include “benefit,” “valuable,” 
“growth,” “responsible,” or any reasonably related synonyms. A negative tone would be 
reflected if the coder finds words, such as “bad,” “corrupt,” “destruction,” “irresponsible” or any 
reasonably related synonyms. An article with a neutral tone would display none of these 
descriptive words. According to Eisenmann et al. (2012) the media’s tone within the article can 
still be neutral if the facts are negative/positive, if there is no commentary from the author. 
Commentary from the author would not be in direct quotes (from another individual), this may 
give some kind of suggestion or implication of how the author feels about the oil and gas 
industry or a related issue. An article with multi-tonal aspects would reflect both positive and 
negative descriptive words and/or statements in support or opposition, providing a balanced 
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outlook (Eisenmann et al., 2012). Table 3 summarizes the coding categories for news frames and 
the tone of coverage, their operational definitions and the intercoder reliability achieved for each.  
 
Table 3 
Coding Categories for News Frames and Tone of Coverage 
Environmental (Intercoder reliability: 94%) 
Any event, problem or issue that may have effects on the natural environment.  
1) Is there mention of the word “fracking”? 
2) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? 
3) Does the article mention a destruction (or synonym) of the environment (water, land, etc.)? 
4) Does the article mention the BP Oil Spill or a crisis? 
5) Does the article mention being “green”? 
6) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an oil and gas related 
company? 
7) Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and “independent” 
companies? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be present. 
Conflict (Intercoder reliability: 88%) 
A struggle between individuals, groups, or institutions used to gain and hold audience interest  
1) Does this article reflect conflicting views between the oil and gas industry with any entity not explicitly linked 
to the environment (i.e. political figures, medical groups, etc.) 
2) Does the article explicitly mention conflicting views specifically between the oil and gas industry and a pro-
environmental group? 
3) Does the article refer to the issue from one side? 
4) Does the article refer to winners and losers? 
5) Does the article have any references to “war”, “fights” or “battles”? 
6) Does the article mention they cannot get a quote from one side or only highlight quotes from one side? 
7) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? 
8) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an oil and gas related 
company? 
9)  Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and “independent” 
companies? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be present. 
Attribution of Responsibility (Intercoder reliability: 83%) 
Responsibility placed on government or to an individual or group for its cause and solution. 
Any consequential mention of fault does not necessarily suggest the solution is to be placed on that entity.  
1) Does the article suggest that at some/level the oil and gas industry is responsible for the issue/problem? 
2) Does the article suggest that the oil and gas industry is at fault for the issue/problem? 
3) Does the story suggest or discuss an unbiased (not biased or prejudiced; fair for both parties involved, good 
for the oil and gas industry and the opposing entity) solution, enacted or proposed, to the 
situation/issue/problem? 
4) Does the story explicitly suggest or discuss a biased (prejudiced; not fair for both parties involved, either good 
for the oil and gas industry, or good for the opposing entity, not good for both) solution, enacted or proposed, 
to the situation/issue/problem? 
5) Does the article suggest urgent action to solve the problem by those attributed responsibility? 
6) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? 
7) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an oil and gas related 
company? 
8) Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and “independent” 
companies? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be present. 
Economic Impact (Intercoder reliability: 78%) 
Impact an event will have economically on an individual, group, institution, region or country. 
1) Is there a mention of financial losses within the article? (i.e. increase in taxes, a dollar amount, financial 
percentage loss) 




Table 3 Continued 
Coding Categories for News Frames and Tone of Coverage 
Economic Impact Continued (Intercoder reliability: 78%) 
3) Is there a mention of the costs/degree of expense involved? 
4) Does the article mention oil and gas industry involvement will provide economic benefits?  
5)  Does the article mention who receives the economic benefits? 
6) Is there a reference to economic consequences of pursuing or not pursuing a course of action? 
7) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? 
8) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an   oil and gas related 
company? 
9) Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and “independent” companies? 
The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be present. 
Human Interest (Intercoder reliability: 89%) 
A human face or an emotional angle to the presentation of an event, issue, or problem 
1) Does the article provide a human connection, or a “face” to the issue? (Could be an animal in rare instances) 
2) Does the article employ additives or personal vignettes that generate feelings or outrage, empathy-caring, 
sympathy, or compassion?  
3) Is how an individual or group impacted, by the situation/issue/problem, an overriding topic? 
4) Does the story share private details of individuals involved? [Private details would encompass issues relating 
to the individual that do not directly relate to the work place, such as a death of a family member or purchase 
of a new pet] 
5) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? 
6) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an oil and gas related 
company? 
7) Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and “independent” companies? 
The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be present. 
Morality (Intercoder reliability: 98%) 
Religious concepts, doctrine or moral angle to a story 
1) Does the article contain any moral message?  
2) Does the article make any reference to religious aspects? 
3)  Does the article mention the word “big oil”? 
4)  Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an   oil and gas related 
company? 
5)  Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and “independent” companies 
with a moral angle? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be present. 
Tone (Intercoder reliability: 70%) 
Extent to which the story is presented with neutral, positive or negative undertones.  
1 = neutral, 2= positive (benefit, valuable, growth, responsible, or reasonably related synonyms), 3= negative (bad, 
corrupt, destruction, irresponsible or reasonably related synonyms), 4=multi-tonal (multiple tones present within the 
article)  
1) Does the article contain no sentiment at all, it just reports the facts? If the news is negative, an article can be 
neutral if it just reports the facts, without any comments from the author. Comments from the author would 
not be in direct quotes (from another individual) that may give some kind of suggestion or implies how they 
feel about the oil and gas industry or a related issue.  
2) Is the oil and gas industry mentioned in a predominately positive light? An item leaves the reader more 
likely to support, recommend, and/or work or do business with the oil and gas industry. 
3) Is the oil and gas industry mentioned in a predominately negative light? An item leaves the reader less likely 
to support, and/work or do business with the oil and gas industry. 
4) Is there a section where the article mentions the oil and gas industry very positively and in another section 
very negatively? The resulting overall tone and perception of the coder is balanced. For example an article 
may be a perfect example of multi-tonal because it talks about the benefits of natural gas and then mentions 





Coding Procedures and Intercoder Reliability 
Coding of the articles and the consequential findings of this study were potentially 
limited by the subjective nature of the method applied. The addition of a second coder decreased 
the possibility of a dominant bias from the initial coder. Measurement began by creating 
consistent measures for the coders to adhere to. The codebook was entered into Qualtrics 
software by creating a “survey” form for each of the coders to input the article data. This method 
allowed the data to be complied without error in transcription between coders. To ensure there 
was no selection bias of the articles, the amount of articles (362) was input into a web-based 
number set randomizer, found at www.randomizer.org. The 362 articles were then exported into 
Excel and divided into separate test sections for each coder, to ensure each test would consist of 
different articles. The two coders coded 10 articles in a pre-test. In each additional test the coders 
coded 37 articles each, or roughly 10% of the articles, until intercoder reliability was achieved. 
Additional questions were created that directed the coder to the final tone answers. These 
additional questions were derived from the insight gained by initial coding irregularities between 
coders. The updated questions explained in detail the situations in which a certain tone may be 
present. The updates to the Qualtrics survey were made by using straightforward questions and 
the software’s “skip” and “display logic” features.   
Once the articles were coded in Qualtrics the data was exported into Excel and formatted 
to properly fit the format for the web-based utility, ReCal2, which computes intercoder/interrater 
reliability coefficients for nominal data sets, for which two coders are required. This web-based 
utility was created by Deen Freelon, an assistant professor at the American University School of 
Communication. This utility has the ability to take a csv formatted file and compute reliability 
based on the most popular coefficients. Percent agreement was assessed for this particular study. 
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Reliability was established through various discussions about the codebook and the 
intended meaning of the questions. Three pre-tests were conducted before the final codebook 
was established. Once the results were gathered they were placed into the ReCal2 utility and 
conclusions were further derived from the reliability coefficients. The codebook was adjusted 
accordingly, prior to each cycle, to ensure fluidity of the analysis between the two coders. 
Reliability was established for each category, between 70% and 98%, an acceptable range 
according to Neuendorf (2002). 
Neuendorf (2002) outlines various acceptable levels of intercoder reliability. Although 
there is not a specific cutoff figure or standard for what may be considered reliable, Neuendorf 
(2002) cites multiple recommendations for what would be acceptable to report. A “widely 
accepted rule of thumb” (Ellis, 1994, p.91) is a coefficient “exceeding .75 to .80 [is] indicative of 
high reliability” (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 143). Krippendorff (1980) suggests the variables should 
only be reported if their reliability exceeds .80 (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 143). Krippendorff (1980) 
continues his discussion of reliability reporting by explaining that variable reliability gathered 
between .67 and .80 should only be reported with “highly tentative and cautious conclusions” (p. 
147). Although, Krippendorff (1980) makes this assertion, he does not completely suggest 
variables with reliability between .67 and .80 should be discarded. Riffe, Lacy, and Fico (1998) 
are also cited without specifically delineating which reliability coefficient they are suggesting 
standards for (Nuendorf, 2002, p. 143). Riffe, et al. (1998) also suggest reliabilities from the .80 
to .90, because reliability below .70, “becomes hard to interpret and the method of dubious value 
to replicate” (p. 131). Neuendorf (2002) concludes her discussion of suggested reliability 
standards by stating “[i]n general the beyond-chance statistics, such as Scott’s pi and Cohen’s 




This study examined how the oil and gas industry was portrayed by the print media in 
Louisiana and Texas. It serves as a comparison of the Louisiana and Texas media markets and 
their portrayal of the oil and gas industry by frame and tone. The data collected from article 
coding was analyzed by conducting frequency and chi-square analyses in SPSS. The following 
results were derived from a content analysis of 362 articles from the Times-Picayune, the 
Advocate, the Austin-American Statesman and the Houston Chronicle.   
RQ1 asked what frame was used most when discussing the oil and gas industry. The most 
salient frame was determined for each article by first adding the number of times the item was 
present in each frame category and then by dividing the sum by how many items were in that 
particular frame category. The frame with the highest frequency was determined to be the most 
salient frame for that particular article.  
The results indicate that the economic impact frame is most salient; it is present in 45% 
(n = 164) of the 362 sampled articles covering the oil and gas industry (see Figure 1). The next 
most salient frames used to portray the oil and gas industry, in the news media, were attribution 
of responsibility (19%, n = 68) and human interest (16%, n = 57). Morality was the frame least 
mentioned in the content analysis. The morality frame was only considered dominant in 1% (n = 
2) of the articles. Out of the sampled articles, 4% (n = 15) did not fit in any of the frame 
categories.  
All articles were grouped by year and then each were analyzed to determine the number 
of occurrences of each frame by year and the variance in these frame frequencies over a five year 
period. The articles were subsequently broken into categories according to the year written and 
the most salient frame. Lastly, to account for the fact that the number of articles per frame varied 
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by year, the articles per frame were divided by the total number of articles reviewed for that year. 
This effort was directed at normalizing the yearly results. Throughout the time period analyzed, 
the economic impact frame remained the most salient (see Figure 2). The variations in frame 
prominence overtime were notable when attempting to discern how yearly prominent events, 
such as the Deepwater Horizon crisis, may have impacted how the oil and gas industry was 
framed within the print news media.  
 The economic impact frame saw an initial percentage increase to 55% (n = 39) in 2012 
followed by a percentage decrease in 2013 to 39% (n = 30). The economic impact frame was at 
its highest percentage when its percent use increased in 2014 to 67% (n = 18). The 
environmental frame was at its pinnacle in 2010 (24%, n = 25) for the five-year period and saw a 
decline throughout the years of the study. The human interest frame remained rather stable but 
was utilized the most in 2010 (17%, n = 18) and in 2013 (18%, n = 14). The attribution of 
responsibility frame increased in 2011 (21%, n = 18) and 2013 (25%, n = 19). The conflict frame 
remained relatively low on the usage scale, the highest percent use was in 2011 at 5% (n = 4), it 
completely dropped off in 2014. The morality frame remained stagnant in 2010 (1%, n = 1) and 
2011 (1%, n = 1) then was no longer present in the sample (see Figure 2, Figure 3, and Table 4).   
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Main Frames Over Five-year Period 
                Year    
Main Frame 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Total 
          Attribution 17 (16.3%)         18 (21.4%)        11 (15.5%)      19 (25.0%)    3 (11.1%)     68 (18.8%) 
Conflict 2 (1.4%) 4 (4.8%) 2 (2.8%) 3 (3.9%)      0 (0.0%)      11 (3.0%) 
Economic 37 (35.6%) 40 (47.6%)        39 (54.9%)      30 (39.5%)    18 (66.7%)   164 (45.3%) 
Environmental 25 (24.0%)       11 (13.1%)            4 (5.6%)          3 (3.9%)     2 (7.4%)     45 (12.4%) 
Human Interest 18 (17.3%)       10 (11.9%)        11 (15.5%)      14 (18.4%)    4 (14.8%)   57 (15.7%) 
Morality 1 (1.0%)           1 (1.2%)            0 (0.0%)          0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)       2 (0.6%) 
None 4 (3.8%)           0 (0.0%)            4 (5.6%)          7 (9.2%)       0 (0.0%)    15 (4.1%) 
Total 104(29%)     84 (23%)      71 (20%)     76 (21%) 27 (7%) 362 (100%) 
χ2 (24, N = 362) =44.66, p < .05 
 
RQ2 asked what frame was most used when discussing a crisis concerning the oil and gas 
industry. Out of the 362 sampled articles 40% (n = 142) of them covered a crisis and 61% (n = 
220) did not. The most salient frame during a crisis was the environmental frame (11%, n = 40). 
The oil and gas industry was discussed with the second and third highest frequencies under the 
economic frame (10%, n = 37) and attribution of responsibility frame (10%, n = 36). In 
comparison the most continuously used frame in oil and gas industry coverage, when a crisis was 
not mentioned was the economic impact frame at 35% (n = 127). The environmental frame was 
one of the least used frames, as it was only present in 1% (n = 5) of these articles. Attribution of 
responsibility was used in 9% (n= 32) of the articles and the human interest frame was used next 
in frequency at 9% (n = 31) of the articles. 
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The results of the chi-square test indicate that newspapers used different frames when 
covering a crisis concerning the oil and gas industry than when covering other issues, χ2 (6, N = 
362) =83.83, p < .001 (see Table 5). 
 
Table 5 
Main Frames When a Crisis is Mentioned 
                    Mention of a crisis  
Main Frame                             Yes                               No Total 
Attribution 36 (10%) a        32 (9%)         68 (18.8%) 
Conflict 2 (1%) a 9 (2%) 11 (3.0%) 
Economic 37 (10%) 127 (35%) 164 (45.3%) 
Environmental 40 (11%) 5 (1%) 45 (12.4%) 
Human Interest 26 (7%)   31 (9%) 57 (15.7%) 
Morality 1 (0%) 1 (0%) 57 (15.7%) 
None 0 (0.0%) 1 (0%) 15 (4.1%) 
Total 142 (39%)        220 (61%) 362 (100%) 
χ2 (6, N = 362) =83.83, p < .001 
Note. The chi-square values indicate differences among an article mentioning a crisis and 
frames – attribution, conflict, economic, environmental, human interest, and morality. 
Percentages with same superscripted letters differ significantly at the .05 level. 
 
In an attempt to further understand how the sample portrays the oil and gas industry it 
was informative to track how often a crisis was mentioned over the five-year time period. 
Mentions of a crisis within the sampled articles decreased annually, except for a small increase in 





Figure 4 Mention of a Crisis Overtime 
 
Table 6 
Five-year Period Mentioning a Crisis 
               Year  
Mention Crisis 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Total 
Yes  77 (74.0%)      31 (36.9%)     12 (16.9%)      17 (22.4%)      5 (18.5%)     142 (39.2%) 
No  27 (26.0%)      53 (63.1%)      59 (83.1%)     59 (77.6%)     22 (81.5%)    220 (60.8%) 
Total 104(29%)     84 (23%)     71 (20%)   76 (21%)    27 (7%)    362 (100.0%) 
χ2 (4, N = 362) =81.82, p < .001 
 
RQ3 asked if articles made any mention of a distinction between major and independent 
companies, specifically concerning “big oil”. Only 7% (n = 26) of the total articles mentioned 
“big oil,” an “independent” company, or any distinction between major and independent oil 
companies. Independent oil and gas companies were mentioned in 3% (n = 10) of the articles. 
The term “big oil” was only mentioned in 2% (n = 7) of the articles and any distinction between 
major and independent oil companies was also only mentioned in 2% (n = 9) of the articles.  A 
large percentage of the articles (93%, n = 336) made no mention of “big oil,” an “independent” 





















Figure 5 Mention of "Big oil," "Independent" or Independent v. Major 
 
RQ4 asked how media frames differed according to different states. From the stratified 
sampling, 297 articles selected were from Texas and 65 articles were chosen from Louisiana. 
Both newspapers published in Louisiana and those in Texas used the economic impact as the 
dominant frame, with the highest percentage of any frame at 40% (n = 26) in Louisiana and 47% 
(n = 138) in Texas. There were noticeable differences between Louisiana and Texas when the 
human interest, attribution of responsibility and environmental frames were used. The human 
interest frame was used 28% (n = 18) of the time in Louisiana papers while it was only used in 
13% (n = 39) of Texas papers. The articles were framed with attribution of responsibility 20% (n 
= 59) of the time in Texas papers while it was only used in 14% (n = 9) of Louisiana articles. 
Louisiana had a higher percentage of articles that used the environmental frame, 17% (n = 11) 
compared to Texas’ 11% (n = 34). The chi-square analysis indicates that these differences 




















Figure 6 Most Used Frame by State 
 
Table 7 
Main Frames in Different States 
              Geographic Location of the Newspaper (State)  
Main Frame                              LA                            TX  Total 
Attribution 9 (13.8%)a         59 (19.9%)a         68 (18.8%) 
Conflict 1 (1.5%)a 10 (3.4%)a 11 (3.0%) 
Economic 26 (40.0%)a 138 (46.5%)a 164 (45.3%) 
Environmental 11 (16.9%)a 34 (11.4%)a 45 (12.4%) 
Human Interest 18 (27.7%)a 39 (13.1%)a 57 (15.7%) 
Morality 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%)  2 (0.6%) 
None 0 (0.0%)  15 (5.1%)  15 (4.1%) 
Total 65 (18%)        297 (82%) 362 (100%) 
χ2 (6, N = 362) =14.30, p < .05 
Note. The chi-square values indicate differences between Louisiana and Texas and the frames 
used comparatively in each state – attribution, conflict, economic, environmental, human 



























In addition to the comparison of media frames used in different locations, the analysis 
further examined differences in using frames at the city level or newspaper, to find any 
discrepancies that might not be noticeable at the state level. The economic impact frame was the 
most salient frame in each paper. This level of analysis showed how the frames differ according 
to the city in which the news media outlet is located. For instance, the Houston Chronicle (14%, 
n = 38) and the Austin-American Statesman (6%, n = 1) used the human interest frame less 
frequently than in the Times-Picayune at 32% (n = 11) and the Advocate at 23% (n = 7). The 
Times-Picayune used the environmental frame slightly more at 18% (n = 6) compared to the 
Houston Chronicle at 12% (n = 33). There is a slightly larger percent gap between the Times-
Picayune and the Houston Chronicle, when comparing their use of the attribution of 
responsibility frame, with the Times-Picayune using this frame in 18% (n = 6) of the articles and 
the Houston Chronicle using it in 21% (n = 58). The paper’s rarely used the conflict and morality 
frames in covering issues related to the oil and gas industry. The results of the chi-square 
analysis showed no statistically significant differences among the four newspapers regarding 
their use of news frames, χ2 (18, N = 362) =23.75, p = .164 (see Figure 7 and Table 9). 
 





































Main Frames in Different Newspapers 
                                                 Name of Newspaper  
Main Frame Advocate  Times  Chronicle  Statesman Total 
Attribution   3(9.7%)a, b, c            6 (17.6%)a, d, e        58 (20.6%)b, d, f            1(6.3%)c, e, f       68 (18.8%) 
Conflict 1 (3.2%)a, b, c 0 (0.0%)a, d 10 (3.6%)b, d, e            0 (0.0%)c, e        11 (3.0%) 
Economic 15 (48.4%)a, b, c 11(32.4%)a, d, e 126(44.8%)b, d, f        12 (75.0%)c, e, f     164 (45.3%) 
Environmental 5 (16.1%)a, b, c 6 (17.6%)a, d, e 33 (11.7%)b, d, f            1 (6.3%)c, e, f    45 (12.4%) 
Human Interest 7 (22.6%)a, b, c     11(32.4%)a, d, e  38(13.5%)b, d, f            1 (6.3%)c, e, f      57 (15.7%) 
Morality 0 (0%)   0 (0%) 2 (0.7%)             0 (0.0%)       2 (0.6%) 
None  0 (0%) 0 (0%) 14 (5.0%)            1 (6.3%)         15 (4.1%) 
Total   31 (9%)             34(9%)          281 (78%)          16 (4%)      362 (100%)       
χ2 (18, N = 362) =23.75, p = .164 
Note. The chi-square values indicate differences between the specific newspapers – The 
Advocate, The Times-Picayune, The Houston Chronicle, and The Austin American-Statesman -- 
and the frames used comparatively in each state – attribution, conflict, economic, environmental, 
human interest, and morality. Percentages with same superscripted letters differ significantly at 
the .05 level.  
 
RQ5 asked if the tone of the articles differed according to the location of the newspaper. 
Overall, the tone of the articles was neutral, when reporting on the oil and gas industry; however, 
there were slight differences in tone in each state. Louisiana’s oil and gas industry was reported 
on with a predominantly neutral tone at 74% (n = 48) of the articles (see Table 7). In comparison, 
80% (n = 236) of articles in Texas reported on the oil and gas industry with a neutral tone. In 
Louisiana, 19% (n = 12) of the articles discussed the oil and gas industry with a negative tone, 
while 10% (n = 30) of the articles from Texas discussed the industry with a negative tone. There 
were nearly an equal percent of multi-tonal articles within Louisiana (6%, n = 4) and Texas (5%, 
n = 15). There was one other main difference in tone when analyzing the number of positive tone 
articles. Texas had a slightly more positive tone when discussing the oil and gas industry at 5% 
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(n = 16) compared to Louisiana’s 2% (n = 1). However, the results of the chi-square test analysis 
showed no statistically significant differences among two states and their use of tone, χ2 (3, N = 
362) = 5.23, p = .16 (see Table 9). 
 
Table 9 
Main Tone in Different States 
                           Geographic Location of the Newspaper (State)  
Main Tone                             LA                          TX  Total 
Neutral 48 (73.8%)a        236 (79.5%)a         284 (78.5%) 
Positive 1 (1.5%)a 16 (5.4%)a 17 (4.7%) 
Negative          12 (18.5%)a                        30 (10.1%)a 42 (11.6%) 
Multi-tonal              4 (6.2%)a  15 (5.1%)a 19 (5.2%) 
Total 65 (18%)        297 (82%) 362 (100%) 
χ2 (3, N = 362) =5.23, p = .16 
Note. The chi-square values indicate differences between tone of article – neutral, positive, 
negative, and multi-tonal – and the state – Louisiana and Texas. Percentages with same 
superscripted letters differ significantly at the .05 level.  
 
 The analysis was further broken down to tone by the location of the newspaper according 
to the city. While neutral remained the most salient tone, there was an apparent distinction 
between the amount of negative tone reporting on the oil in gas industry in specific Louisiana 
and Texas papers (see Table 8). The Times-Picayune, distributed throughout New Orleans, LA 
had the highest percentage of negative tone papers at 29% (n = 10).  The Houston Chronicle, 
distributed throughout the Houston Metro area, appeared to have the second highest proportion 
of negative articles (10%, n = 29), however, there was a noticeable disparity of 19% between the 
Times-Picayune (29%, n = 10) and the Houston Chronicle (10%, n = 29). The Austin American-
Statesman and the Times-Picayune had the same percentage of multi-tonal articles at 13% (n = 2) 
and 12% (n = 4), respectively. The chi-square analysis showed a statistically significant 
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difference between the location of the newspaper, by city, and their use of tone, χ2 (9, N = 362) 
=21.36, p < .05 (see Table 10). 
 
Table 10 
Main Tone in Different Newspapers 
                                               Name of Newspaper  
Main Frame Advocate Times Chronicle  Statesman Total 
Neutral 28 (90.3%)a, b, c           20 (59%)a, d, e         224 (79.7%)b, d, f            12(75.0%)c, e, f      284 (78.5%) 
Positive 1 (3.2%)a, b, c 0 (0%)a, d, e 15 (5.3%)b, d, f              1 (6.3%)c, e, f           17 (4.7%) 
Negative 2 (6.2%)a, b, c 10 (29%)a, d, e  29 (10.3%)b, d, f              1 (6.3%)c, e, f       42 (11.6%) 
Multi-tonal 0 (0%)a, b, c   4 (12%)a, d, e 13 (4.6%)b, d, f            2 (12.5%)c, e, f         19 (5.2%) 
Total 31 (9%)             34(9%)          281 (78%)          16 (4%)      362 (100%)       
χ2 (9, N = 362) =21.36, p < .05 
Note. The chi-square values indicate differences between tone of article – neutral, positive, 
negative, and multi-tonal – and the newspaper – The Advocate, The Times-Picayune, The 
















The primary purpose of this study was to discover if the oil and gas industry is portrayed 
positively or negatively in Louisiana newspapers compared to Texas newspapers and how the 
coverage differs between the states. A total of 362 articles were content analyzed for location, 
news frames, and tone of coverage. 
This study attempted to discern what frame was most salient when covering the oil and 
gas industry. Throughout the sample economic impact was the most frequently used frame when 
discussing the oil and gas industry. This was the frame utilized most not only across the sample 
as a whole, but across various groups such as the state and their respective newspapers. This 
finding is consistent with Neumann et al. (1992) that, economic consequences or economic 
impact is a common frame within the news media. An economic impact frame reports an issue or 
incident and the impact it will have on the economy (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000, p. 96). The 
oil and gas industry is such a large economic contributor to both Louisiana and Texas, so it is 
logical that the impacts and consequences of industry activity are discussed from an economic 
standpoint.  
Attribution of responsibility was one of the most frequently used frames within the 
articles. This frame discusses an issue in a manner that attributes responsibility for the cause and 
potential solution on a certain entity (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000). A great deal of the sample 
discussed the Deepwater Horizon spill of 2010 past the initial year of the spill. The discussion of 
how to solve the issue and who was to be at the forefront of the changes continued well into 
2014. Overall, this led to the attribution of responsibility frame making up 25% (n = 36) of the 
articles in which a crisis was mentioned. According to qualitative observations there were a 
noticeable number of articles that mentioned BP’s initial reaction and lack of ownership of its 
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faults. This finding corresponds to Hammer (2011). These articles explained that groups were 
angered by the lack of responsibility taken up by those attributed fault. During a crisis, or during 
the process of finding solutions to the crisis, individuals look for someone to fix the issue and 
attribution of responsibility to the problem, comes with this need, according to Weber’s (2013) 
observations. According to Dloughy (2014) the residents of the Gulf, the federal government and 
the oil and gas industry were looking for solutions to the problem. Therefore, it is logical to 
discuss who will handle the problem, hence the influx of attribution of responsibility frame use. 
In considering a broader perspective, concerning the frequency in which this frame is used, 
Valkenburg et al. (1999) suggested the media have been recognized as framing an issue to 
ultimately shape public perceptions of responsibility for that problem. When comparing use of 
the attribution of responsibility frame in each newspaper, it was used 18% (n = 6) in the Times-
Picayune and 10% (n = 3) of the Advocate articles of compared to 21% (n = 58) of articles in the 
Houston Chronicle and 6% (n = 1) in the Austin American-Statesman, when looking at the 
specific newspapers. There was a 67% increase in the use of the attribution of responsibility 
frame in the Advocate, compared to the Austin American-Statesman. This may suggest the 
Advocate was more vehemently searching for someone fix the issue and to whom they may 
attribute the responsibility of that issue. This coverage in the capitol regions may suggest 
Louisiana had a higher frequency of attempting to solve the issue with legislation. When broken 
down by state for comparison, 14% (n = 9) of the articles in Louisiana used attribution of 
responsibility while 20% (n = 59) of Texas articles used this frame. Attribution of responsibility 
was also used most frequently in 2013, the same year the Green Army appeared. Although, based 
on qualitative observations, there was no mention of the Green Army in this sample, this 
information may indicate a shift in desire to solve an issue that certain individuals felt strongly 
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about. This could explain the percentage increase of the attribution of responsibility frame. The 
frequency in which the attribution of responsibility frame was used, suggests this broader 
perspective could be eventually considered when undertaking the task of understanding how the 
media may shape public perceptions concerning the oil and gas industry.  
In 2010, the year of the Deepwater Horizon spill, the articles were predominantly written 
using the economic impact frame in all articles. Although the economic impact frame was 
salient, other frames were measured in the reporting process such as the human interest frame. In 
2010 the economic impact framed articles consisted of 36% (n = 37) of the articles, while the 
human interest frame was used in 17% (n = 18) of the sample. Some articles were framed as how 
the spill impacted the lives of individuals along the Gulf, however, the variation in frame use 
percentages shows how the discussion of the impact also greatly revolved around any lost 
revenue or how much BP was slated to pay for damages. In 2010, the population saw the greatest 
frequency of the environmental frame (24%, n = 25). This frame consisted of a mention of the 
BP spill and destruction to the environment, so this was a logical time period for articles 
predominantly (excluding economic impact) to be using this frame. 
This study also specifically examined what frame was most used when discussing a crisis 
concerning the oil and gas industry. Although the economic impact frame was used (10%, n = 
37) during a crisis, the most frequently used frame was the environmental frame (11%, n = 40). 
The environmental frame was used when there was information related to, or concerning the 
environment and the oil and gas industry. Oil and gas industry crises are generally related to 
some environmental impact, which increases the likelihood that the article would be covered 
with the environmental frame. As Kirkham (2010) explained, efforts to solve the environmental 
crisis that occurred due to the Deepwater Horizon spill were constantly being discussed. 
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Depending on how the media frame the environment and related issues, the audience may have a 
different understanding of the issue or may be more sympathetic to the environment or the oil 
and gas industry. Another important component, related to the sample and a crisis, was the 
noticeable decline from a crisis being mentioned in 74% (n = 77) of the articles to 40% (n = 31) 
articles within a year.  Over time the articles continued to decrease their mentions of a crisis. 
Crises were mentioned with the highest frequency the year of the Deepwater Horizon 
spill. Discussion of the crisis dropped in frequency but picked up again in 2013 when another 
crisis occurred offshore. This 2013 crisis stirred emotions about the government and industry 
response to the initial crisis and their progress in the planning process (Pickerell, 2013). This 
may have led newspapers to cover the oil and gas industry in the attribution of responsibility 
frame (25%, n = 19).  These strong emotions regarding responsibility and safety concerns, are 
also potentially reflected in the increase in human interest framed stories in 2013 (18%, n = 14). 
Through qualitative observations safety concerns generally referenced those working on the rigs, 
and the impact on some aspect of their livelihood, creating a human connection.  
The stages of the “Issue-Attention Cycle” (Downs, 1972), a theoretical model that 
focuses on news media coverage after a crisis, were present in the coverage of the oil and gas 
industry in Louisiana and Texas. Although the presence of the pre-problem stage is impossible to 
discern from this study, due to the fact that the study began on the day of the crisis, there were 
clear indications, from qualitative observations, that the industry was thought to be complacent 
prior to the event. The articles discussed shock in the alarmed discovery stage with a dramatic 
74% (n = 77) of articles mentioning a crisis. Economic concerns saw upward movement through 
2012 (55%, n = 39) where a temporary high was recorded prior to a slight drop off in 2013 (39%, 
n = 30). This is the third stage where the public comes to the realization of the true extent of the 
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economic impact behind a solution. There was a strong resurgence of economic references (67%, 
n = 18) in 2014 when the peak usage was seen. Usage of the economic impact frame was not 
constant, seeing variations in prominence, perhaps based on the qualitative observed fluctuations 
of suggested solutions. As the second stage of the “Issue-Attention Cycle” (Downs, 1972) 
suggests, after initial realization of the crisis, the public begin to look for solutions which would 
explain the increase in the attribution of responsibility frame use in 2011. Before attribution of 
responsibility saw a decline in 2014 the occurrence of a crisis in 2013, that appeared to be similar 
to the Deepwater Horizon spill, captured the interest of the public, bringing back the desire to 
find a solution to the initial problem.  The coverage of the Deepwater Horizon crisis was 
mentioned throughout the sample, but not consistently, similar to how this model explains 
coverage during a crisis will occur. The model suggests that once the issue has been brought to 
prominence, total removal from the media is not likely (Downs, 1972). What is likely to occur in 
the media is that the issue will see random resurgences in prominence according to the 
occurrence of issues that may be related.   
Gortner and Pennebaker (2003) also noted what to expect in a sample overtime, however, 
specifically concerning changes in the tone after a crisis. Gortner and Pennebaker (2003) suggest 
that “the tone-of-voice in the first days after an accident/disaster is rich in emotional content, but 
grows distanced and intellectualized as time goes by” (p. 203). This was evident between 2010 
and 2011 when there was a drop in the use of the human interest frame in the articles after the 
first year. These articles tended to have more of an editorial leaning based on the content. The 
content of an article that was classified as a human interest article was heavily focused on the 
emotional content in immediate aftermath of the crisis. The environmental frames made up 24% 
(n = 25) of the articles in 2010, but then quickly declined to 13% (n = 11) in 2011 and again to 
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6% (n = 4) in 2012. These environmental articles were filled with destruction of the land tied to 
hardships it brought to individuals along the coast (Dlouhy & Hatcher, 2010). When the 
frequencies of these frame’s decrease, the nature of the other frames are not so tied to emotional 
content. The other frames were generally more distanced from a human connection and focused 
on the facts of the issue.  
This study also examined if articles made any mention of a distinction between major and 
independent companies, specifically concerning “big oil” (RQ3). As previously discussed, the 
majority of companies and types of company structures mentioned in the media are fully 
integrated companies. Most articles, 93% (n = 336), make no distinction. Only 2% (n = 7) 
mentioned “big oil,” 3% (n = 10) mentioned “independent” in relation to the type of oil and gas 
company, and 2% (n = 9) made a noticeable distinction between independent and major 
companies. Without any distinction between independent companies and major companies, the 
two are likely to continue to be considered one “oil giant” or “big oil.” The repercussions of this 
lack in reporting distinction may be gargantuan if the perceptions of the public are possibly 
shaped to believe all industry members have deep pockets, economic resources beyond what is 
necessary for production and salaries 
RQ4 asked how media frames differed according to different states. The variations in 
results highlight the differences in local goals and interests through specific communication 
styles of the media. The most frequently utilized frame in Texas and Louisiana was the economic 
impact frame.  While the majority of the frames were close on comparison at the state level, the 
human interest frame stood out. Louisiana’s newspapers framed stories about the oil and gas 
industry with the human interest frame, nearly twice as often as in Texas.  When the human 
interest frame was broken down even further, by paper outlet the Times-Picayune’s frequency of 
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using the human interest frame jumped to 32% (n = 11). The human interest frame was used in 
the Advocate 22% (n = 7) of the time, while the Houston Chronicle uses this frame 14% (n = 38) 
of the time. The Austin-American Statesman used the human interest frame the least at 6% (n = 
1) of the time. The Houston Chronicle uses the attribution of responsibility frame 21% (n = 58) 
of the time. The Times-Picayune also uses the attribution of responsibility frame, quite 
frequently, at 18% (n = 6) of its articles. The Houston Chronicle uses the environmental frame 
12% (n = 33) of the time while the Time-Picayune uses it 18% (n = 6) of the time.  
Perhaps this displays how proximity to the issue amplifies the urge to discuss solutions 
and responsibility to an issue, according to where the most destruction was seen. When looking 
at the Austin market it varies in that it uses fewer frames in comparison to the other papers. The 
Austin-American Statesman greatly utilizes the economic impact frame at 75% (n = 12), 
followed by the environmental, attribution of responsibility, and human interest frames all at 6% 
(n = 1). There was no other frame used frequently enough to dominate the other articles. Austin 
saw another 6% (n = 1) distributed into the articles that had no salient frame. Only the Houston 
Chronicle used the morality frame, but, it was only used in 1% (n = 2) of the articles.  From the 
results we can infer that the frame of the article, compared to the specific newspaper outlet, does 
not have a statistically significant difference according to the sample size.   
 Finally, RQ5 examined how the tone of an article differed according to the location of 
the newspaper. Texas and Louisiana nearly align when it comes to portrayal of the oil and gas 
industry with a neutral tone. In comparison to Texas, Louisiana had a higher level of negative 
tone articles. Based on qualitative observations from the sample, this could be an indication of 
how Louisiana feels about the presence of the oil and gas industry within the state, especially 
when recovery from the incident in 2010 is still a prominent concern. The differences between 
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the initial impacts of the crisis, based on location, may shape some news media tone. The 
relationship between these variables was not statistically significant, the p-value was above .05. 
From the results we can infer that the tone was impacted by other factors not measured in this 
particular sample size.  
Although the tone does not differ between the states, the results indicate that the tone is 
likely to vary according to different newspapers. Proximity made a difference in the comparison 
of Times-Picayune content versus Houston Chronicle content. The majority of articles from the 
Times-Picayune, discussing the Deepwater Horizon spill, had a negative tone. Based on 
qualitative observations the information in the Times-Picayune’s articles attempted to elicit 
empathy, attempting to achieve human connection by discussing how individuals impacted by 
the spill. These author’s biased comments exuded a negative tone while attempting to elicit this 
human connection. The two papers located in the capitol areas, the Advocate and the Austin-
American Statesman shared a relatively close percentage of multi-tonal articles. It may be 
inferred that these regions cater to a different audience by providing higher levels of balanced 
comments from the author.  
 
Implications of Findings 
 How the media portray information is important when determining how an individual’s 
perceptions are formed during a crisis. The degree to which the media manage their usage of 
frames over the duration of the crisis and its aftermath can fundamentally control how people 
form their opinions. Frame management can have a tremendous influence on how information is 
perceived. This has the potential to shape public opinion. This study provides a detailed analysis 
of how the oil and gas industry is portrayed over a longer period of time compared to the 
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previously analyzed portrayal of the industry during a crisis period. This study will provide the 
industry an understanding of how the media begins to influence public perceptions by setting the 
foundation for a study on public perceptions. There are two key realizations the oil and gas 
industry can attain from this study. First the proximity and location of where messages are 
distributed makes a difference in how the message should be presented and second, more 
attention should be paid to the apparent lack of distinction between “big oil” and independent oil 
and gas corporations. 
 If a corporation wants to distribute a certain message, they should consider what is most 
likely to be published in the specific area and what tone has been prominent in that area. The 
sample considered in this study, which compared the relationship between the tone of the article 
(neutral, positive, negative, or multi-tonal) and the location of the newspaper, according to the 
actual newspaper (the Times-Picayune, the Advocate, the Houston Chronicle, the Austin-
American Statesman), was statistically significant. There were differences noted in percentage of 
tone frequency between the locations. The majority of newspapers highlight information in a 
neutral light, even though the key facts of the story may be positive or neutral. Past studies have 
lacked in a direct explanation of what exactly would make the content of an article negative or 
positive. The facts, although they may be positive and negative, do not imply the author of the 
article has lost their objectivity and has gained a bias for or against the oil and gas industry. 
However, as Shudson (1978) warned, this objectivity cannot completely exist. It is the author’s 
comments, giving some kind of suggestion or implication of how the author feels about the oil 
and gas industry or a related issue that should be of concern when considering tone.  This small 
bias provided, in the last 20% of the majority of the papers, can influence audiences. These 
audiences have the ability to discern when and where there is a positive or negative feeling 
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toward the subject, the author’s comments lean strongly in favor of one issue. This can influence 
how the audience understand the facts presented. The Times-Picayune has nearly three times the 
amount of negative tone articles (29%, n = 10) in comparison to the Houston Chronicle (10%, n 
= 29). The Times-Picayune is the only newspaper outlet that does not portray the oil and gas 
industry in a positive light, however, 12% (n = 4) of their articles are balanced, multi-tonal 
articles, providing a positive tone only when coupled with a negative tone. Overall from these 
results we can infer that the tone of an article is likely to vary when used according to different 
states.  
Due to the fact that the oil and gas industry is portrayed neutrally, the majority of the 
time, and negatively after that, the industry must be aware that very few positive articles are in 
circulation. This does not suggest the news media is biased against the industry, it simply 
suggests there are fewer authors with their own positive comments. This is imperative to 
remember while creating a campaign for a company. The newspapers understand their markets 
and are controlled by certain financial backings that are likely to control information output, for 
example various politically oriented papers (Fryburg et al., 2012). Capitol newspapers, such as 
the Advocate and the Austin-American Statesman both portray the oil and gas industry with a 
positive tone in 6% of their articles. However, the Advocate does not portray the oil and gas 
industry with any balanced multi-tonal articles, and only 3% (n = 1) of their output has a positive 
tone, regarding the oil and gas industry. Perhaps it is essential for the industry to take into 
account the submission of positive information, using their own language to imply their 
sentiment, in response to a negative article, as a public relations strategy. This would allow a 
greater balance for audiences within the population sample. 
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There was a noticeable difference of message distribution and frames of these messages 
based on proximity and location. An author for oil and gas articles should consider framing an 
article in Louisiana with a higher level of human interest, as compared to Texas. Louisiana 
framed more articles with an environmental frame while Texas framed more with the attribution 
of responsibility. This highlights how the proximity of an issue can shape the output of 
information in a market. Texas did not experience a direct environmental impact, like Louisiana, 
but they still have a strong industry presence, hence the desire to find solutions to the issue. 
These variations in frames should be considered when looking to distribute information within a 
certain market. 
 Second the industry should consider the lack of distinction, in the media, between fully 
integrated companies and independent oil and gas companies. Based on qualitative observations 
the media do not provide enough information to inform the public that there are different types of 
oil and gas companies. If independents want to break away from the stigma associated with “big 
oil,” they must implement a campaign to continually notify the public of their existence and 
impact on the local community.  
 This study showed a statistically significant difference in the frame used most frequently 
through a crisis period. Kuttschreuter et al. (2011) found a strong focus on human interest, 
conflict and attribution of responsibility frames during a crisis. Although this present study 
supports the usage of human interest and attribution of responsibility, the environmental frame 
was found to be used most in this particular crisis period, followed by the economic frame. This 
frame usage reflects the impact on the environment and consequential impact of the economics 
of the Gulf market.  
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 Finally, there was a noticeable difference between the number of articles chosen for the 
sample in Texas versus those selected for Louisiana and the amount in which each paper covered 
the “oil and gas industry”. Scientific procedures were used for selection of the articles. Out of 
362 articles there were 281 articles selected from the Houston Chronicle, 34 selected from the 
Times-Picayune, 31 selected from the Advocate and 16 articles from the Austin-American 
Statesman. On average Houston Chronicle articles had a word count of 786 and the articles from 
the Austin American-Statesman had a word count of 1,235. The articles from the Times-Picayune 
had an average word count of 1,283 and articles from the Advocate had an average word count of 
952. Although not an absolute indication, and there are other factors to consider, these factors 
suggest one newspaper may be covering the “oil and gas industry” more and/or with greater 
detail. The Houston Chronicle’s 281 articles, with an average word count of 786, may have 
covered the industry more than the Times-Picayune, in which mention of “the oil and gas 
industry” was only present in 34 articles. However, the Times-Picayune’s 34 articles had the 
highest average word count of 1,283. This may indicate that although the industry is not covered 
as frequently, it is covered in more depth in the Times-Picayune compared to the Houston 
Chronicle.  
   
Limitations 
An initial limitation was due to the time restrictions of the project. The articles were 
gathered from Access World News and consequently sampled. A study including the full 
population of 1,604 articles would provide a greater understanding of the aftermath of April 20, 
2010 for the entire industry, according to the news media.  
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A limitation that should be noted in the findings of this specific research question of 
which frame is used the most when discussing a crisis concerning the oil and gas industry is the 
codebook simply asking for independents, majors and big oil. The media did not only use these 
terms when discussing these companies. The media also used the words “oil giant” and there was 
one instance of comparing an independent company with a fully integrated company where the 
author used the words “major,” and “small.” The researcher did not account for these variations 
in language, in the codebook, prior to the study.  
Intercoder reliability was much more difficult to achieve in the tone section and scored 
poorly the first few attempts. The tone was originally thought to be discernable, by using a 
number of descriptive words to establish what would be considered a positive or negative tone 
throughout the article. Although there was a great deal of literature on how tone had been 
measured in previous studies, there was not enough specific information to create an ideal 
understanding between the researcher and the coder for this particular study. There were very 
few mentions of multi-tonal and how it could be measured in comparison to neutral. There were 
also few explanations of how to measure tone when there was a positive or negative issue. The 
negativity or positivity of the facts does not necessarily reflect in the tone of the article, this 
would not be bias, it would be fact. Hardly any of the literature made this distinction. Due to the 
fact that coding can be subjective, stricter guidelines need to be in place for measuring all tone. 
This study expanded the directions for coding tone, by explaining in detail the steps to achieve 







Not being able to measure perception based on the sample is another limitation of this 
study, however, this limitation can lead to multiple studies that could find foundation from this 
data. To directly broaden this scope of study a media effects research project could be performed 
using test subjects to measure public perception of the industry, derived from the population 
sample. Although this study was not intended to specifically look at the Deepwater Horizon 
crisis, the spill was covered consistently over the five year period. The frequency of mentioning 
negative aspects of BP should be tested overtime, in a media effects lab setting, to determine 
how these articles may influence their perception of this specific company.  
To test perceptions, similar to the previous study conducted by Safford, Ulrich and 
Hamilton (2012) examined the social and environmental implications of the Deepwater Horizon 
spill. A survey of Louisiana and Florida residents was conducted to determine how different 
variables impact how the residents respond to the reports of the spill from the media. The 
analysis finds that even that, “levels of confidence in different information providers did affect 
perceptions of response efforts” (Safford et al., 2012, p. 36). This finding shows that well 
respected news outlets can shape perceptions based on reputation. Based on this study, it is 
apparent that multiple factors must be taken into consideration when assessing the impact of 
coverage on an audience. Safford et al. (2012) provide a foundation for analysis of the spill over 
a longer period of time. This study could be emulated, however, over a broader period of time, 
focusing not just on crisis coverage but on general coverage of the oil and gas industry.  
Finally, if further background analysis on the authors and their supporters was possible to 
discern it would provide a greater understanding of why the media frames the information in this 
manner. Understanding who major economic influencers of the paper are could also add to the 
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knowledge base of why a paper is framing the information in the way they do, if it is not neutral, 
or what may prompt them to choose certain stories that prompt what audiences think about under 
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FINAL THESIS CODEBOOK 
 
Q1 Name of Newspaper 
(1) The Advocate 
(2) The Times-Picayune 
(3) The Houston Chronicle  
(4) Austin American-Statesman  
 




Q3 Date (MM/DD/YY) 
 
Q4 Article Page Number 
(1) A01  
(2) 01A 
(3) 1  
(4) Other (please write) ____________________ 
 
Q5 Article Word Count 
 
Q6 Article Section 
(1) MAIN  
(2) News 
(3) Other (please write) ____________________ 
 
Q8 Article Number_______________ 
 
  
For the following frames identify the most salient and dominant frame (or topic) according to the 
questions provided. Assign “Yes” (1) or “No” (2) to each category. Read through the article prior 
to answering the following questions. Avoid reading further into the questions in this portion of 
the questionnaire. Each article should be assessed at face value to avoid bias.  
 
Q9 Environmental Frame 
 Yes (1)  No (2)  
Is there mention of the word "fracking"? Yes (1)  No (2)  
Does the article mention the word "big oil"?  Yes (1)  No (2)  
(1) Does the article explicitly mention destruction (or synonym) of the environment (water, 
land, etc.)? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(2) Does the article mention the BP Oil Spill or a crisis? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(3) Does the article mention being "green"? Yes (1)  No (2)  
(4) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an oil 
and gas related company? Yes (1)  No (2) 
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(5) Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and 
“independent” companies? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be 
present. Yes (1)  No (2) 
 
 
Q10 Conflict Frame 
 Yes (1)  No (2)  
(1) Does this article reflect conflicting views between the oil and gas industry with any entity 
not explicitly linked to the environment (i.e. political figures, medical groups, etc.)  
Yes (1)  No (2) 
(2)  Does the article explicitly mention conflicting views specifically between the oil and gas 
industry and a pro-environmental group? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(3) Does the article refer to the issue from one side? Yes (1)  No (2)  
(4) Does the article refer to winners and losers?  Yes (1)  No (2)  
(5) Does the article have any references to “war”, "fights" or “battles”?  Yes (1)  No (2)  
(6)  Does the article mention they cannot get a quote from one side or only highlight quotes 
from one side? Yes (1)  No (2)  
(7) Does the article mention the word “big oil”?  Yes (1)  No (2) 
(8) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an oil 
and gas related company? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(9) Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and 
“independent” companies? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be 
present. Yes (1)  No (2) 
 
 
Q11 Attribution of Responsibility [Responsibility differs from fault in that fault does not 
necessarily place a requirement for a solution on the entity. For example: Legacy Lawsuits were 
generally caused by past land owning companies but current land owner oil and gas companies 
are now attributed the responsibility for cleanup. The fault would be on the first company but 
they are not accountable in these suits.] 
 Yes (1)  No (2)  
(1) Does the article suggest that at some level the oil and gas industry is explicitly held 
responsible for   the issue/problem? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(2) Does the article suggest that the oil and gas industry is at fault for the issue/problem? 
Yes (1)  No (2)  
(3) Does the story suggest or discuss an unbiased (not biased or prejudiced; fair for both 
parties involved, good for the oil and gas industry and the opposing entity) solution, 
enacted or proposed, to the situation/issue/problem? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(4) Does the story explicitly suggest or discuss a biased (prejudiced; not fair for both parties 
involved, either good for the oil and gas industry, or good for the opposing entity, not 
good for both) solution, enacted or proposed, to the situation/issue/problem?   
Yes (1)  No (2)  
(5) Does the article suggest urgent action to solve the problem by those attributed    
responsibility? Yes (1)  No (2)  
(6) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? Yes (1)  No (2) 
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(7) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an   oil 
and gas related company? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(8) Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and 
“independent” companies? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be present 
Yes (1)  No (2) 
 
 
Q12 Economic Impact Frame 
 Yes (1)  No (2)  
(1) Is there a mention of financial losses within the article? (i.e. increase in taxes, a dollar 
amount, financial percentage loss) Yes (1)  No (2) 
(2) Is there a mention of financial gains within the article? (i.e. decrease in taxes, a dollar 
amount, financial percentage gain) Yes (1)  No (2)  
(3) Is there a mention of the costs/degree of expense involved? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(4) Does the article mention oil and gas industry involvement will provide economic 
benefits? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(5) Does the article mention who receives the economic benefits? Yes (1)  No (2)  
(6) Is there a reference to economic impact of pursuing or not pursuing a course of action? 
Yes (1)  No (2) 
(7) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(8) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an   oil 
and gas related company? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(9) Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and 
“independent” companies? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be present 
Yes (1)  No (2) 
 
 
Q13 Human Interest 
 Yes (1)  No (2)  
(1) Does the article provide a human connection, or a “face” to the issue? (Could be an 
animal in rare instances) Yes (1)  No (2) 
(2) Does the article employ additives or personal vignettes that generate feelings of   outrage, 
empathy-caring, sympathy, or compassion? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(3) Is how an individual or group impacted, by the situation/issue/problem, an overriding 
topic? Yes (1)    No (2) 
(4) Does the story share private details of individuals involved? [Private details would 
encompass issues relating to the individual that do not directly relate to the work place, 
such as a death of a family member or purchase of a new pet] Yes (1)  No (2)  
(5) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(6) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an   oil 
and gas related company? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(7) Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and 
“independent” companies? The words “major”, “big oil” or “independent” will be 






 Yes (1)  No (2)  
(1) Does the article contain any moral message? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(2) Does the article make any reference to religious aspects? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(3) Does the article mention the word “big oil”? Yes (1)  No (2)  
(4) Does the article mention the word “independent” in conjunction with referencing an   oil 
and gas related company? Yes (1)  No (2) 
(5) Does the article make any mention of a distinction between “major” or “big oil” and 
“independent” companies with a moral angle? The words “major”, “big oil” or 




I For the following items identify the most salient and dominant tone according to the guide words 
provided. This question should reflect the tone the author has toward the issue they are discussing. 
Do not assume bias, find tone words to assist in the selection process. Assign “Neutral” (1), “Yes” 
(2) “No” (3)  “Multi” (4) by circling the answer.    
 
  ** IMPORTANT NOTES:  1) The media’s tone within the article can still be neutral if the facts 
are negative/positive, if there is no biased comment from the author (Eisenmann et al., 2012, p. 8). 
This would be any comment by the author that is not in direct quotes (from another individual), 
that may give some kind of suggestion or implication of how the author feels about the oil and gas 
industry or a related issue. These comments outside of the quotes is where the author would use 
their own language to imply their sentiment.  i.e. The article may discuss the Deepwater Horizon 
explosion and the resulting 11 deaths. This information is negative, however, only facts are 
presented. The author would have to express further sentiments for the article to be considered 
anything but neutral. A coder must also be cautious not to assign sentiment where the author 
intended a fact. Again, using the aforementioned Deepwater Horizon example, although the facts 
are negative, the author has attached no bias information to the statement. 2) An article that may 
have no author’s biased comments may still be considered positive/negative, depending on if there 
is a personal story concerning industry impact discussed within the article, even if it is in direct 
quotes. This may be a tactic used by the author to evoke some sort of emotional leaning. 3) If there 
is one sentence, that is very positive but the rest is strictly focusing on negative aspects of the 
industry, the reader would not walk away feeling as if the article was balanced. This type of article 
would lean towards a negative tone, not multi-tonal. The coder is coding for the overall article 
tone, in relation to the oil and gas industry, not necessarily a limited statement that would not 
greatly impact a reader. The key perception to have derived from a multi-tonal article would be 
balance between opposing views expressed by the author, not quotes, only editorial commentary, 
unless there are personal stories expressed. (Eisenmann, et. al., 2012).        
 







Q15 Does the article contain no sentiment at all, it just reports the facts? If the news is negative, 
an article can be neutral if it just reports the facts, without any editorial commentary. Editorial 
commentary would be any comment by the author, that is not quoted from another individual, 
that may give some kind of suggestion or implies how they feel about the oil and gas industry or 
a related issue.** Consider the Title of the article and how it portrays the industry since it is 
written by the author. 
 
(1) Yes 
(2) No  
 
Q16 Is the oil and gas industry mentioned in a predominately positive light? An item leaves the 
reader more likely to support, recommend, and/or work or do business with the oil and gas 
industry.    [If the article has a positive tone, generally positive words or phrases will be used to 
describe an item or issue, related to the oil and gas industry, displaying a clear direction of bias 
from the author.  i.e. of positive tone words: benefit, valuable, growth, or any reasonably related 
synonyms.] You will find descriptions of  "enthusiastic audience[s] [and/]or statements in support" 
(Eshbaugh-Soha, 2010, p. 128) of the oil and gas industry by the author in an editorial comment, 
or in a personal story.  If another entity is mentioned in the article positively, ignore this and do 
not assume the article is portraying the oil and gas industry in a positive light. Benefits of the 
industry and their impact will be highlighted. 
 
(1) Yes  
(2) No  
 
Q17  Is the oil and gas industry mentioned in a predominately negative light? An item leaves the 
reader less likely to support, and/work or do business with the oil and gas industry.  [If the article 
has a negative tone, generally negative words or phrases will be used to describe an item or issue 
displaying a clear direction of bias from the author. i.e of negative tone words: bad, corrupt, 
destruction, responsible for damages or any reasonably related synonyms]You will find there is a 
high likelihood of a negative tone when sentences include any form of protest about the oil and 
gas industry and its impacts or any language or imagery that elicits a negative mental association 
to the of the oil and gas industry.    
 
(1) Yes  
(2) No  
 
Q18 Is there a section where the author mentions the oil and gas industry very positively and in 
another section very negatively? The resulting overall tone and perception of the coder is balanced. 
For example an article may be a perfect example of multi-tonal because it talks about the benefits 
of natural gas and then mentions how the industry may be bad for the environment, it may also be 








Answer If Does the article contain no sentiment at all, it just reports the facts? If the news is 
negative, an article can be neutral if it just reports the facts, without any editorial commentary. 
Editorial... Yes Is Selected 
 







Q20 Answer If Is the oil and gas industry mentioned in a predominately positive light? An item 
leaves the read... Yes Is Selected 
Q44 Please Select Positive 
(1) n/a  
(2) Positive 
(3) n/a  
(4) n/a  
 
  
Q21 Is the oil and gas industry mentioned in a predominately negative light? An item leaves the 
reader less likely to support, and/work or do business with the oil and gas industry. 
Q45 Please Select Negative 
(1) n/a  





Q22 Is there a section where the article mentions the oil and gas industry very positively and in 
another section very negatively? The resulting overall tone and perception of the coder is 
balanced 
Please Select Multi-Tonal 






Q23 Select coder name:  
(1) Camille Ivy-O'Donnell 
(2) Edward Michael Bentin 
 
Q24 Does this article predominately discuss a crisis?   
(1) Yes  




Q25 Check if article is arbitrary (i.e. only selected from the database because there was a basic 
mention of oil and gas but has no relation to the ultimate purpose of study.) 
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